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ABSTRACT

The input admittance of a linear antenna fed across a wide feed gap is

investigated. h{odal analysis is employed for studying the biconical an¡enna

with finite or infinite length in two limiting cases; wide angle and very small

angle where the latte! resembles the wire antenna. Hurd's lViener-Flopf type

integral equation is reformulated such that the non-zero gap wirith is taken

into account. A Fourier Bessel series expression results f¡om the solution of

the boundary value problem for the time ha¡monic aperture gap freld of a

solid infinite antenna. This field function is used to calculate the input

admittance of center-fed infrnitely long and finite length cylindrical antennas

rvith practical wide feed gaps, It is found that present wide feed gap analysis

determines the apparent admittance of the antenna rather than the intrinsic

one which results from the feed gap with infinitesimal width. Based on

I{urd's aaalysis, the axial field discontinuit.y method (AFD) is developeC for

studying an imperfectly conducting multiply fed/loaded ântenna with non-

ze¡o feed gap widths. This method treâts the dipole as a series combination

of longitudinal electric field surface functions which may exist due to feeding

and/or loading, The AFD method presen ts the cu¡rent dist¡ibutiou in the

form of a Îast convergent asymptotic series. The input admittance of the

infinitely long imperfectly conducting dipcle is calculated and compared with

available experimental and analytical data. A compaÍison is made betwee¡r

the radiation cha¡acteristics l¡ased on the Fourier series field inside a wide

gap and those obtained using the delta function excitation for a finite length

dipole antenna with various excitaticn and loading conditions. Tl're ¡esults

agree favorably with previously reported theoretical and experimentâl data.

An optimization routine is employed to achieve a traveling-wave ânteflna

using passive as v¡ell as active loads. Opiimization is also errrployed to

improve the radiation pattern rising neultiple excitations o¡ ioacls where the

locations and complex values are optimization paråmeters, The results show

an improvement in the radiation pattern compared with previously reported

results.
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CHAPTER I

INTROD{'CTION

One of the most important problems of anteiina theory is that of the

linear antenna. The actual configuration of the conductors forming the

antenna and its t¡ansmission line does not provide the mathematically con-

venient boundary conditions needcd in a rigorous solution of the boundary-

value problem. Accordingly the problem is split in two-an antenna problem

and a feed problem. In the antenna problem, the feed is idealized by assum-

ing a specified applied electric field ac¡oss a gap in the antenna surface.

Often, taking the feed gap to have zero width with associated delta funetion

generator in the analysis produces very accurate cuffent distribution except

near the generator where a singularity exists in the suscepTance of the

cylindrical antenna. The delta function generator is the least accurate

representation of the excitation region whose practicai width is not

infrnitesimal.

This thesis is conce¡ned with the input admittance of rvide feed gap

antennas. The analysis is done for center-fed biconical and cylindrical anten-

nas with both finite and inûnite lengfh. Further, the analysis is extended to

study the imperfectly conducting, and multiply fed/loaded cylindrical anten-

nas. Tbe analysis is handled by fitting cha¡acteristic solutions of Maxwell's

equations to certain boundary conditions in the case of biconical antennas

using the modal method [1] and by obtaining an integral equation for the

current distribution along the cylindrical antenna based on Hurd [2].

The perfectly conducting biconical antenna was first introduced by

Schelkunoff as a model to study the characteristics of a radiating system

[3],[4]. Using transmission line theory,and considering îhaî tile lateral su¡-

faces of the cones a¡e te¡minated by an effective load admittance f,, the

input admittance at an infinitesimally thin feed gap was found fo¡ cones of

small angles ( thin antenna ). The analysis were late¡ improved and
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extended to the case of wide angles by Smith [5] and Tai [ó]. Assuming the

field at the extension of the lateral surfaces to be stationary with 0, Tai [7]
obtained stationary expressions for Y, for cones having small or large angìes.

To the author's best knowledge, the analysis devoted to the cente¡-fed bicon-

ical antenna has been based on the infinitesimal feed gap wirìth. The case

when the biconical antenna is excited across a non-zero width gap will be

considered for both small and large angle cones. Comparison rvill be made

between wide and infinitesimal feed gap radiation characte¡istic parameters.

The case of very small cone angle is one of the models used for analyzing the

wire antenna rather than the cylindrical antenna which is conveniently inves-

tigated using the integral equation method [1].

The cylindrical antenna has been investigated by many authors

[1],[4],[8]-[28], but little was done for considering the feed gap of non-zero

width along finite length antennas. Main contributers to the theory con-

sidered the feed gap width to be infrnitesimally thin rvith associared delta

function genè¡ator. This includes the work of Hallen l1ll,t22l King and Mict-

dleton [1], Duncan and Hinchey [12], IVu [13] and Hurtl [2],[25]. The use of

delta function generator ¡esults in the input admittance being infinite. This is

due to the infinite capacitance produced by the knife edges. Duncan [29] cal-

culated the approximate input admittance of an inûnitely long antenna

excited by a delta function. King and Wu [30] proposed that a certain loga-

rithmic singularity in the current distribution should be subtracted out. Solv-

ing Hallen's integral equation for the current by an expansion of continuous

functions does not include significant contributions from the infinite edge

capacitance unless terms of very large orders are used since the logarithmic

singularity is automatically subtracted by a reasonably low-order soìution for
the current. Such methods include the l{ing ând Middleton iterative method

[1] and the Fourier series method [12]. A terminal-zone network has then

been introduced [1],[31]-[33] in o¡de¡ to relare the admittance of an anrenna

excited by delta function genelator (intrinsic admittance) f¡n, to the

apparent admittance fooo which tetminates the transmission line with small

finite spacing, The nefwork, which is reactive, takes account of the

transmissionline end effects, coupling between the antenna and the line, and
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any other characteristics of a small region near the junction of the transmis-

sion line and the antenna. In other words, it consists of an inductance Lr +

L, ( Lr takes account of the inductive end cor¡ection and Z,, of the gap

length ) in series with a lumped terminal capacitance C¡ in parallel ,¡/ith the

ideal a¡tenna. All the netrvork components are negative and conside¡ed

independent of frequency and their values differ according to the feeding

configuration of the antenna: two \'r'ire line or coaxial line feeding antenna

through a ground plane. As Wu [35] observed, the subtraction procedure is

unsatisfactory unless the antenna is very thín, Also, the assumption that the

reactive netr.vork components are frequency independent is questionable,

since the determination of their values involves the introduction of an a¡bi-

trary cut-off.

In dipole antenna theory, the absence of an exact expression for the

time harmonic electric field in the feed gap has been the reason for assuming

a number of feed gap ûeld functions. Silver and Saunders [34] assumed it to
be constant within a circumferential thin gap. Chen and Keller [36] con-

side¡ed the feed gap to be non-zero width, and the field within it to be con-

stant in a ma ner similar to Synge [37], Infeld [38] and King and Winte¡nitz

[39]. Duncan [29] considered the electric field within a very thin feed gap to

be in the form of a delta function generator of an infinitely long thin

aritenna. This resulted in a singularity at the excitation point and led to an

approximate anaiysis for the input admittance. He also rliscussed the

modification of his analysis when the freld within a thin gap is assumed con-

stant. Kuehl [40] used the saddle point technique to approximate fhe cun ent

along an infinitely long antenna with small ¡adius far from the infinitesimal

gap. The current distribution is similar to that previously predicted by Papas

[41]. Fante [42] derived the the input admittaace at a very small distance

f¡om the delta function generator, rvhile Miller [43] introduced an empirical

expression for the input admittance for thin antenna with constant electric

field within thin gaps. lVilliamson [44] used conformal mapping to ûnd the

electrostatic field at the gap edge, Based on his results, he intioduced an

empirical expression for the field at the aperture of a thin gap of an infinitely

long thin solid antenná. Do-Nhat and MacPhie [45] solved Laplace's equation
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inside and outside the gap of width 29 aneJ derived an expression for the
aperture electrostatic field in terms of a Fourier-Bessel series. Near the gap
edge, these elect¡ostatic fieids are almost proportional to (g2-22\-rß, satisfy-
ing the edge condition [a6j, They considered the fields to be quasi-staric and
used them in the admittance calculation for cases where the antenna radius
is small, i,e. kd < 0.1, where a is the antenna radius, /c = 2¡ h is the wave
number and )r is the wavelength.

In this thesis, the time ha¡monic elect¡ic field in the aperture will be
derived. This is done by expressing the electromagnetic fields in terms of the
z -directed electric Herrzian potential rvhich is governed by the Helmholtz
equation. The general solution fo¡ the electric Hertzian potential is
expressed in terms of a Fourier-Bessel series. Tire fields are matched at the
aperture and orthogonality is used to find the se¡ies coefficient as recently
described by T' Do-Nhat and R. H. Macphie [a7]. The admittance of an
infinitely long solid antenna with a wide gap is then calcula¡ed using the
resulting Fourier-Besse! expression for the electric freld in the gap. com-
parison is made with available experimental data [4g] as well as theoretical
results fo¡ the admittance of infinite artennâs having either wide [49] or nar-
row gaps [a3]. The electric ûeld function is then assumed to exist in wide
feed gaps along a finite antenna, and used in solving the integial equation
governing the antenna current to calculate the ¡adiation characteristics.

Among the va¡ious integral equations describing the cylindrical aritenna

[B]-Fll' Hallen's integral equation has been extensively used as the elassical
cylindrical antenna analysis. Hallen's integral equation is based on the use of
the magnetic vector potential to derive an integral equation which governs
the current distribution and the electric field along the antenna. By driving
the antenna with a delta-function geflerator, Hallen's integral equation has

no exact solution because the current is infinite at the excitation location.
Seve¡al methods have been introduced for its approximate solution. Tirese
include iterative procedures [1j,[10], variational methods [1], Fourier series
expansion [12]' vr'iener-Hopf rechnique [11],[13], polynomial expansion [14],
and numerical integration [15]. The objective of these methods is to ñnd
adequate expressions for the current distribution and input impedance that
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are closest to the experimental ¡esults. Among those methods is the King-

Middleton ite¡ative method [1] which yields very close ¡esults to the experi-

mental data reported by Iizuka et al [16] for sho¡t antennas (i.e. for kh < 4,

whe¡e l¡ is the antenna half length). The method has been extended to

a alyze the antenna when it is multiply fed [17], multiply loaded [18] or

imperfectly conducting [19]. Some of the ¡esulting expressions have been

employed in the antenna synthesis problem to determine the optimal condi-

tions in order to achieve certain antenna output performance [18]. In spite of

the wide use of the modified King-Middleton method, it is still an iterative

method which needs a fi¡st approximation to the current dist¡ibution to be

improved by increasing the number of iterations. Also, this method considers

the magnetic vector potential as being slowly varying with position and sets it
proportional to the cur¡ent at every location along the antenna in order to
get a first approximation to the current. This procedure is questionable nea¡

the antenna ends where the rate of change of current with distance'is large.

Consequently, the hrst approximation to the curtent may not be close

enough to the correct value. Therefore, the iterative procedure may not con-

verge to the best estimate of the current distribution. The second order

King-Middleton expression was cor¡ected using experimental data as

reported by King et al [20], The use of this method becomes more tedious

when the antenna length increases since it requires the numerical caìculation

of a number of integrals involving the antenna lengtir.

Hallen's integral equation which relates the current and the electric field

along the antenna is insufficient to be solved exactiy, and additional assump-

tions had to be int¡oduced to facilitate the solution. Wu [13] made use of the

observation that the magnetic vector potential is so small along the antenna

extension, that it can be neglected for z ) å. This additional assumption

changed the equation to the Wiener-Hopf type. Then, the Wiener-Hopf tech-

nique was employed to obtain the curÍent distribution and the input admit-

tance of long thin linea¡ antennas, i.e. for kh > n and ¿ < 0.01À, where a is
the antenna radius. Shen [21] extended Wu's formulatio¡r to the case of asym-

metric excitation. Hallen [22] used the Wiener-Hopf technique to find the

reflection coefficient at the end of a tubular antenna, rvhere he used the
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current that would exist on an infinite antenna as an incoming wave. In this

manner, he obtained a solution in the form of an infinite series of muttiply
reflected cur¡ent waves. These trials for the exact solution of Hallen's equa-

tion were limited to long thin tubular dipole antennas. Also, numerical cal-

culations of the dipole antenna have been greatly simplified using the

moment method which offers mofe accurate nume¡ical solutions for specific

cases [23].

Based on the Hertzian vector formulation, Hurd [2] derived an integral

equation of the Wiener-I{opf type which governs the tangential electric field

along the antenna length and its extension together with the current distribu-
tion. The integral equation which was de¡ived for the per.fectly conducting

cylindrical antenna employs reasonable assumptions; the electric field van-

ishes for lz I < h except at the infinitesimal feed gap and the current van-

ishes for I z I > h, Later, Hurd used the Wiener-Hopf technique to solve the

equation for the input admittance of thin tubular long cylindrical antenna

which is center-fed across an inûnitesimal gap [25]. Basically, Hurd's integral

equation relates the electdc and magnetic fields along the antenna su¡face as

well as its extension from -co to co . The magnetic field was replaced by the

su¡face current density along the current carrying wire segments [2]. How-

ever, due to a trivial error, Hurd's input admittance values obtained f¡om

the second and third terms in the final asymptotic series were incorrect; thus

convergence study of the solution is not visible. Jacobsen and Hurd [26]
extended the formulation to determine the input admittance of a long

center-fed thick tubular antenna with a non-zero but still very thin feed gap.

Employing superposition, Ragheb and Hamid [27] tecently extended Huid's
solution to the case of an arbitraty and multiple excitations along a thin long

tubular dipole antenna. Hurd's lViener-Hopf formulation and its extensions

Í251-1271 are limited to long perfectly conducting unloaded tubular antennas

which a¡e excited ac¡oss very thin gaps. However, the main advantage of
using the lViener-Hopf technique l13l,l2ll,[25]-1271 is that the¡e is no need ro

guess at a first approximation for the current dist¡ibution as usually required

in iterative and variational methods.
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A Wiener-Hopf type integral equation which is simila¡ to Hurd's will be

used for the analysis of a perfectly conducting solid cylindrical antenna with

non-zero width centered-feed gap. The de¡ived Fourier-Bessel aperture field

will be used to solve the integral equation employing the Wiene¡-Hopf tech-

nique,

Since cylindrical antennas are usually made of higb conductivity metals,

the ohmic internal resistance per unit length is negligible, and thus the effect

of ohmic losses on the cu¡rent dist¡ibution along the antenna are not taken

into account. Certain types of broadband antennas can be constructed with

certain continuous resista[ce distribution along the length. The imperfectly

conducting antenna or one with uniformly distributed impedance along the

length was originally analyzed using a combination of three trigonometric

functions to represe[t the cur¡ent on the dipole in the so called three-term

theory [50],[51]. This method gives accurate results for the current distribu-

tíon and the input admittance at small values of internal impedance per unit

length, z¡ ( s 4/l' O /rn ) where À is the wave length. For large values of z; ,

the smoothly varying trigonometric functions representing the current fail to
fcilow the rapid change near the dríving point and thus the input suscep-

tance computed herein has a relatively poor agreement with that determined

experimentally [52]. The polynomial approximation of the cu¡rent has led to
very accurate results for high values of z¡ [53]. The two previous methods, as

rvell as those of I(ing and Middleton and nurnerical methods, share some

disadvantages in that a certain approximation to the current has to be intro-
duced and that they become very tedious when the antenna length increases.

In orde¡ to study the input admittance of an antenna with rvide feed

gap/gaps when it is imperfectly conducting, multiply fed and/or loaded, a

unified approach has to be implemented for the analysis of all these cases in

an exclusive manner.

From previous discussion, there stems the need for generalization of the

use of this integral equation to cover both different geometrical ancl electri-

cal changes in the linea¡ dipole antenna ccnfigurations. Based on Hurd's

integral equation, the axial field discontinuity (AFD) method considers the
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different conditions of excitations and loadings as imposing certain electric

field function along parts of the antenna. In other words, it treats tlte elec-

t¡ic fields in the feed a¡rd load as thcse in soft a¡rcl rigicl apertures, respec-

tively. General formulation for the asymmetrically fed and/or ioaded dipole

will be dealt with in a direct manner rather than using the traditional super-

position principle [18],[27]. Also, the formulation does not require the

Fou¡ie¡ trânsformation of the imposed electric field as required in [26]. The

final expressions will be given in terms of the imposed electric freld functions

which have to be previously determined. The Fourier-Bessel apertu¡e field

expression in the gap of an infinitely long perfectly conducting solid antenna

is used to deduce the resulting expressions for the antenna current distribu-

tion and consequently the input admittance associated with every feed gap in

a perfectly conducting antenna. Á constant freld will be employed to

represent the field within the feed gaps of imperfectly conducting antennas.

The results from both the wide gap formulation and the infinitesimal gap

f ormuiation lvill be compared.

Employing the AFD method in investigating the multiply fed/loaded

antennas, and taking into account the imperfectness of the wire conductivity

and the non-zero widths in the excitation regions, results in analytical

expressions for the antenna input admittance, current distribution along its

length and the far field radiation pattern. These expressions are suitable for

standing wave and traveling wave antennas in addition to the feasibility of

using active and passive loacls along the dipole antenna. The possibility of

improving the the radiation pattern using multiple excitations and multipìe

lumped loading ca¡ be investigated using an optimization routi¡re. The loca-

tions and complex values of the feed voltages or loads are the optimi.zation

parametefs.

In Chapter II, the mathematical fo¡mulation fo¡ the tnite length biconi-

cal antenna, which is exciled ac¡oss a non-zero gap using the mocìal rflethod,

is introduced. A Wiener-Hopf type integrai equati.n and analysis is

presented for the solid cylindrical antenna with rvide feeC gap in Chapter III.
Also, a Fou¡ie¡ Bessel series is used to express the aperture field in the feed

gap, In Chapter IV, the a.rial f¡eld discontinuity method is introduced and
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used to analyze imperfectly conducting antennas with muttiple excitation

and/or loading, taking into account the non-zero gap rvidth. The anaiysis

takes a different approach than that in Chapter III since the functi¿:n

representing the elect¡ic field is proportional to the current distribution

along the antenna surface. New integrals are introduced in the analysis to

account fo¡ the imperfectness of the antenna materiai and asymmetries in

both the excitation and loading, The current distribution and input admit-

tance are calculated and compared with available theoretical and experimen-

tal data.

Sumnary

Both the conical and cylindrical antennas will be studied when the feed

gap width is not infinitesimal. Modal analysis is used to study the biconical

antennas while Hurd's Wiener-Hopf type integral equation is used for
analysis of cylindrical antennas. A Fourier-Bessel se¡ies expressiolr for the

aperture electric field is de¡ived and used in calculating the input admittance

of an infinitely long solid antennâ and in solving the Wiener-Hopf integral

equation governing the current along a finite length antenna. A unified

method is introduced for the analysis of a cylindrical antenna multiple exci-

tations, multiple lumped loading, and/or distributed loading when the

antenna is thin, long, solid, or tubular. The effect of the electric field in the

feed gap on the antenna output parameters is easily studied using this

method. Convergence of the asymptotic series in the fnal expressions is stu-

died. Nerv tables of input admittance are reported for long antennas and for
wide-gap infinitely extended antennas. Analytic expressíons are derived for
the input admittance, current distribution and far ñeld electric fields and

values from these expressions are compared with available theoretical and

experimental data, The resulting expressions will help studying the roles of

the various a¡tenna design parameters ( antenna length and radius as well as

location, number, and complex values of impedance ioads and/or sources

along the anterrna) in the antenna performance. For example, o¡re gets a

better insight into the effect of active ahd passive loading on the antenna
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characteristics and into the concept of standing-wave and traveling-wave

antennas. The main advantage of this technique is that there is no need to

guess at a first approximation for the current whieh is usually required in

íterative and variational methods. It employs reasonably acceptable assump-

tions in addition to the fact that the solution is in the form of an asymptotic

series, which tends to converge after the first term especially when the

antenna is long, as will be shown in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER II

R.ADIATION CIIAR,ACTER.ISTICS OF A BICONTCAL

ANTENNA \ryITEI WIDE FEEÐ G.dP

2.1 Introduction

The biconical antenna has been one of the early models used to analyze

transmitting antennas and employs the transmission line theory [3],[4]. In this

chapter, the perfectly conducting biconical antenna which is center-fed

across a gap of certain width, is analyzed as a boundary value problem using

modal analysis, The study will deal with antennas whose length is finite (Fig.

2.1) as well as inñnite (Fig.2.2), It also includes the consideration of two lim-
iting cases of biconical artennas i.e. wide angle (spherical antennas) and very

small angle ( thin wire antennas). Expressions for the aperture gap field,

input admittance and far field a¡e derived and corresponding values com-

pared with data in available literature for vanishingly small feed gap excita-

tion ( delta function genefator).

The biconical antenna has been studied by many authors, including

Schelkunoff [3],[4], Smith [5] and Tai [6],[7] who have added notable conr¡i-

butions to the analysis. Illustrative reviews and extensions to the theory have

been presented by King [1] and Wait [54]. The common analysis of the bicon-

ical antenna excited by a delta function generator at the center is based on

deriving the electromagnetic field from an appropriate Hertzian potential.

For an antenna with vanishingly small feed gap width, the space around the

antenna is divided into two regions; i) antenna region which is bounded by

the conical surfaces 0 = 0o and 0 =rr - 0g and r9 < r < h where l¡ is the

¡adius of the spherical cap and 09 is the cone angle, and ii) outer region for
r > h. The frelds in the antenna region, are expressed as the sum of a prin-

cipal (transmission line) wave and an infinite number of cornplementary

waves. In the outer region, the fields are represented by an infinite se¡ies ol
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Fig. 2,1 Biconical structure showing, i) input, ii) antenna and iii) outer regions.
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Fig.2.2 Biconical antenna wilh infinite length rviih i) input and ii) ouier
regi on s.
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complementary waves. Electromagnetic field continuity condition at r = h,
is used to obtain an infinite set of ìinear equations from çitich the ampli-

tudes of the conplementary waves and the effective terminating admitta¡ce
Y, of the principal wave can be determined. Smith [5] t¡uncated the series by

using only the principal mode and one complementary mode from the

antenna region and two complementary modes from the outer region. Such

low number of modes is not enough for convergence at very small cone

angle; thus his ¡esults for Y, are questionabìe when compared with other

autho¡s [6]. To avoid solving the inlìnite set of equations, Tai [7] useC a va¡i-
ational method to determine the stationary expression for Í,. When the

biconical antenna angle is very small ( 0o = 0o ) or very large ( 0e = 90o ),
approximate values can be found for the amplitudes of the complementaiy

output modes by neglecting the off diagonal terms of the basic set of equa-

tions [1],[54]. These approxinate values may then be improved by iteration.

The present study will l¡e based on analyzing the biconical antenna lvith
wide feed gap shown in Fig. 2.1. For such a geometry, the space wilì be

divided into three regions where the basic set of infinite equations requirecl

to determine Y, and the complementary modes' amplituCes in the input
(t < ro), antenna (ro- r = å) and outer (r > å) regions, will be derived.

Employing proper boundary conditions at r =ro and at r =l¿, the set of
equations will be solved simultaneously in such a manner that a sufficient
number of modes in all regions are to be used to obtain reasonable con,¿er-

gence. The two antennas, one with infinite length and non-zero gap vridth,
and one with finite length and vanishingly small gap width a¡e merely treated

as special or limiting cases of the ñnite length conical antenna with ¡ron-zero

feed gap

2.2 Equations for spherical waves wifh rotstionsl symmet¡?

In biccnical antenna geometry, the boundary conciitions are expressed

conventionally in spherical coordinates (r,0,ô). Thus, the electromagnetic

fields due to the current and charges in the system must be expressed in
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terms of the same coordinates. Due to symmetry about the z -axis ( see Figs.

2.7 and 2.2 ), the waves will be purely transverse magneric (TM). Therefore,
the ñelds may be derived entirely from an electric Hertzian vector which has

only a radial component; i.e. II" (r ,0,0) = U (r ,0)i. Considering the sur-

rounding medium as free space, the non-zero electromagnetic field com-

ponents in spherical coordinates a¡e to be found from [1],

E,(r ,g) = (k2 + 
S>u <, ,u>

E6(r,o) - I ðzVQro)
r dr dtt

,i,q,¡ = tff)tnt,{*)

fri2)çx¡ = tff)LnnIt )

(2.1)

(2,2)

t16(r,o) - -ikz au (r 
'g).opr ae Q3)

where p is free space permeability (=4¡x 10-7 Henry/m), o is radial fre-
quency, & is the wavenumber (=2¡ /X). and À is the wavelength. U (r,e) is a

scalar function and in a source f¡ee homogeneous region, it satisfies;

fi2+r).(&-Ð=¡ (2.4)

The lime factor ej't is omitted hencefo¡th. The above second order homo-

geneous differential equation can be solved using the method of separation

of variables, Setting U(r,0) = R(r)?'(0), substituting it into (2.4) and arrang-

ing the terms, one ends up with fwo separate second orde¡ differential equa-

tions in R(r) and T(0). The solution for R(r) is,

R(r) = R"(&r) = ti,@r¡ + a¡t!2)ç<r¡ (2s)

vrhere i,(.r) and tî"(2) 1x¡ are spherical-type Bessel anti second kind Hankel

functions, respectively, of order u and argument x. These functions are

related to their cylindrical counterparts through the relations

(2.6)

(2.7)
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For simplicity in the following, the superscript (2) of the Hankel function is

omitted. The general solution for I (0) is in the form,

?,(o) = c,?,(coso) * Du'Q,(coso) (2.8)

where P,(.r) and p"(.r) are the Legendre functions of first and second types,

respectively, of orde¡ u and argument r. When v is nonintegral, expression

(2.9) is replaced by

f 
"(0) 

= C,,P"(cosO) * D,Pu(-coso) (?.e')

In equations (25), (2.8) and (2.9), A,, Bu, C,', Du', Cu and Dv are constants

to be determined. Now, the general expression f.or U (r,0) is in the form

U (r ,8) = tR,(/cr)I,(0)
v

and the non-vanishing electromagnetic

forms

(2.10)

frelds (2.1)-(2.3) take the f ollowing

E, (r,0) = jå,<"*tX,(,tr )r,(o)

E6(r,0) = Lln"'(tcr)f ,'@)

n6(r,g) = ff>o,ror)r"'(o)

(2.1t)

(2.12)

(2.13)

In these equations, the primes denote differentiation with respect to the

argument. The choice of particular values of u and the form of Ru(,tr ) as

well as ?",(0) depends upon the boundary conditions of the problem under

investigation.

Analysis of ¡ biconical antentra with finite

iergfh and wide feed gap

Consider a perfectly conducting biconical artenna formed of tr'¡o identi-

perfectly conducting, concent¡ic conical su¡faces bounded by twocal
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perfectly conducting sphe¡ical caps of radii r0 and lr, as shown in Fig. 2.L.

The two conical surfaces of 0s and n.-0q, atê excited by a voltage source

Vgri'' 
""tor. 

the inner ionducting caps at r = ro, The boundary conditions

require th€ continuity of the electric and magnetic ûelds at the aperture

locations; at r = ro and r = l¡ in the ranse 0s ( 0 ( tr - 06. Also, the fol-

lowing two conditions have to be satisfied,

Es(re,0)=Eo(¡r,0)=0

E, (r,0s) = E. (r,r-00) = 0

Í-8g = 0< go

lg< | < h

(2.14)

(2.1s)

(2.17)

The region outside the conducting conical surfaces are divided into three

regions; i) input region ( r = ro ), ii) antenna region ( ro= r = h,
0o < 0 < ,n-0e) and iii) outer region ( r - h). In the input region, since

R,(ftr ) must be finite at r = 0, the coefficient of the Hankèl function (rvhich

is infinite at the origin), has to disappear in (2.5). Also, for 1"(0) to be linite

in a region which contains 0 = 0 and n, coefficients of both Q,(cos0) ( all

values of v )and Pu(-cosO) ( nonintegral values of u ) have to disappear from

its expressions (2.8) and (2.9), Therefore, Iu(0) in region i, is represented by

P¡(cas0) rvhe¡e / is an integer. Since Eu is an even function with respect to

0 = 900, the integer o¡der / should be odd. Now, the scalar function U¡(r,0)

for the input region is given by,

(2.16)

where Í s is the free space intrinsic admittance 11120n . The prime super-

script on the summation denotes that the va¡iable I takes only odd integers

while å¡ are the set of constants of the input region complementary modes.

Employing (2.16) into (2.1)-(23), the non-vanishing electromagnetic field

components in the input region are,

-; b, i, (*rl
u¡(r,o) = 

^ñ4 ffiffiP,{"o'o¡

E,¡ (r,o) = ffi4'tt !9 e t {co"o)
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-t bt i,(tr) ar,(coso)fi6¡(r,e)= r",}'ffiffi-il (2.1e)

Since the values 0 = 0 and zr are contained in the output region (, > h),
T, (0) for this region is the same as that for the input region. Thus, U¡¡¡ (r ,0)

for the outer region is given by,

u¡¡¡(r,o) = Ê-r;4 dõffi.,,,.oru, (2.20)

where sn are the set of constants of the outer region complementary modes.

Using U¡¡¡ (r,0) of (220) in (2.1)-(23), the nonvanishing electromagnetic field

components in the outer region are,

E,¡¡¡(r,o) = ;#F4',, W r 
^{"o,0)

E6¡¡¡(r,0) = - -j s., ,tn ,, 4"'(&r) ap"(cose)
ztt6rf; n(n+1) Ê,1*n¡ ô0

-1 -. . s¡¡ Ê,1*r¡ ôp, (coso)

' 6¡¡¡ (r ,,) = Z; + ,r<rr+t¡E,lf¡ á0

Since the antenna region ( r93 r s å, 00 = 0 < ,rr-06 ) does not include

0 = 0 or rr, the functions Q"(cos0) and Pr(-cos0) are tnite and may exist in

U ¡¡"(r ,0) for the complementary modes associated with non-zero values of u.

Using the boundary condition (2.15) which requires that the radial elect¡ic

field vanish on the su¡face of the perfectly conducting conical surfaces and

the oddness property of. E,¡¡,leads to

r,(0) = 2C J,"@) = C,[P,(cosO) - P,(-coso)] (2.24)

where the infinite set of disc¡ete values of y could be determined from the

relation E.¡¡ = 0 or Z,(Os) = L,(n-0s) = 0. Also, both the Bessel and Hankel

functions may exist in the radial dependence of U¡¡"(r,0) which can be writ-
ten in the form

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.2s)
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with

j .. . i 
"lt 

r¡ È ,1*r¡Ã,(nr)=r,ffiÐ*o,,iffi (2.26)

The non-vanishing electromagnetic field components of the compìementary

modes in the antenna region can be easily found by using (2.25) in (2.1)-(2.3).

When p = 0, the waves are purely transverse electromagnetic (TEM) and the

corresponding mode is considered as the dominant one. Its Hertzian poten-

tial component U¿(r ,0) is given by,

t)¿(r ,0) = colcos&r + gqsinftr][n( "or!; * a o] (2.27)

where cs, g9 and d¿ are constants which will be replaced by those which

belong to the transmission line theory in the following f ashion. The dom-

inant mode potential function V¿(r) and current distribution I¿(r) on the

upper cone are expressed as

v(r) = v¿(r)= Irl 'øro1r,ø¡rae

= 2*colsinkr - ggcoskrlln(c oron|) (2.28)

I¿(r) = Z¡.rsitr9sEl 6a (r,00) = j2trkY çsfcoskr * gssin,tr] (2.29)

One should note that V (r) = Voþ) in (228) is due to the relation

L"(00) = L,(zr-Os) = 0, Therefore, the voltage along the biconical antenna

is exclusively of dominant mode. However, this is not necessarily the case for

the current. We int¡oduce two unknowns, V¿(h) and Í, = I¿(h)/V¿(h)

where the latte¡ is the apparent dominant-mode terminal admittance and is a

characteristic parameter in biconical antenna theory. Setting r = h in (2.28)

and (2.29) aad rearranging the terms, the constants c¿ and g9 are expressed

in terms of V (lr) = V¿(h) and Í, . Replacing the original constants by those

of the transmission line, equations (2.28) and (2.29) l:ecome,

v a Q ) = v ¿ (h)fcosk (h -r) + jY,z"sink (h -r)] (230)
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t¡ansmission line excited by a delta function generato¡ in free space and is

given by
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I¿ (r) = ffrr,r"rosfr (å -r ) + jsine (å -r )l

r0o
2- = J-1n"otan-
' ,rY o 2

Now the non-vanishing dominant mode electromagnetic fields are

v^(r)
E6¿(r,0) = 

^fffi
I, (r)

H 6¿e ,o) = ãffi

E,¡¡ (r,o) = :*>,É"1tr p,1e¡
¿1ÍkI Oï v

E6¡¡(r,o)=#* #++#
11^,.rr.gì = I¿(') - 1 54"(!¡4,(t¡\e¡¡ \ " 2¡¡r sinO Ztt r I v(u+l)

(231)

(2.32)

(233)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2s7)

One should note that pure TFM mode wave does not contain E,¿(r,$).

Adding the complementary modes (u * 0) field components ( using (2.25) in

(2.1)-(23) ) to the non-zero TEM fieids of (233) and (23a), we finally obtain

the total non-vanishing electromagnetic fields in the antenna region in the

form,

The unknowns b¡, sn ( I = n = 1,3,5, ...), c,, au (, = vyv2,...)" V¿(h)

and Y¡, can be determined by imposing the boundary conditions at the boun-

daries r =ro and r =h, Ãt the boundaries, ð6 vanishes on the spherical

caps and the electromagnetic field components are continuous in the range

00<0=n-06. At r=rq boundafy, equating the magnetic fields

H6¡ (rq,0) of (2.19) and I16,, (rs,0) of. (237) results in the following equation,
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bt ôP¡ (cos o) -/¿ (rd - É,(frro)¿,(o)

I t 1t +t¡ ðo sino i u(v+l)

Multiplying both sides by /,n-(0)sin0 and integrating from 0e to n

:i.b¡t t1t = Én1ftroV¡'r
I

where 1 takes the same values as v. J u¡ and Juu are defined by,

-¡ tt -- 2;
, _ -¿\l-x6)
' vv (2v+t) av/filL''(*)l!='o

, 2(t-xi)Ptk"\r", = ffi(,öL,'(x)t,=,0
with

L,'(x) = ;frh{tt-.osrrvl[xePu(.r6) - P,*1(.16)] +

+ Z síntr vlx ¡Q" (* o) -ø 
"*r(r o)lJ

"o' 
= 

{"1,,1'0,'¡

if 0o > 0 ) zr-Oe

if 0o < 0 ( tr-O¡

(238)

- 09 gives

(23e)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.44)

(2.42)

where xs = cosOs. The orthogonality relations for this type of Legendre func-

tions used here are summarized by King [1], and in Appendix A. Total

differentiation of l,(.rs) = 0 which produces the follorving ¡elation

ðL,(xù 
=_ô!,Qù,a,ðv u';/;^ (2'43)

has been used in deriving (2.40). Also at r = ro, we have the relation

In the previous reìation, using proper expressions for E¡(r¡,0) and E¡¡(rs,0)

from (2.18) and (2-36), multiplying both sides tt rysino ( whele rn is

an odd integer ) and integrating from 0 to ø, one gets,
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h,,G,ù = !ry:Y:ù + tu q2ffi (2.4s)

i ,.(,t
where o¡ (.r ) = #. With a similar procedure at the boundary r

Jt\x)

have

\'snJ nn = ÊnltltVnn
n

= å, we

(2.46)

(2.s0)

(2.51)

sn ftom

srt

@+iPn\xn¡ =

öv=>'
I

-jV ¿(h)P,(cos ø6) +,(,+Ðâry#-Ð (2.47)
z"

where pn(.r) = 
# 

Setting r = ro in (230), defining y(ro) = ,le as the

input voltage and rearranging, the terminal admittance I, is reiated lo V (h)

through,

u = -j v"r, = v"sint 6_ro)l v @ - cos& (å -re)l Q.48)

Substituting for å¡ from (2.45) into (239) and rearranging, one has,

4" ^#^fu -u,', *m)* E",t# -õ'"r,ì,,i = f +,

(2.4e)

with

(r +1)P, (cos0oV,¡

o 1(krs)

e <1 ,I(t +Ð(a +tv \tJ vtçr,= 1 .o,(&rr)-

where ôu', is the K¡onecker delta function. Also, substituting for

(2.47) into (2.4ó), we have,

¡""rffi -ò'"r,Ìrr - 
4^ ^md#¡-u," *ffi, -
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ffr,=,
tvith

(2.s2)

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.56)

g"=ã
n

(z +l)Po (cos0),I,n

p,(kh)

The sets of equations (2.49) and (252) are 2l{, linear equations in 2lú,*1

unknowns which are c u, au (v = vþ vz, " ' , vr,r,) and V (lr ). Another equa-

tion which is required for solving the system exactly, is obtained by equating

the magnetic field at r = h in the range 0o < 0 o n'-06. Integrating from 06

to ,n -0g, yields

Y,v(h)= fr";..í¡Jili' (25s)

Substituting for f, from (2.48) and sn from (2.47) ínto (255), equation (255)

becomes,

o 
"(kå 

)8, *-. Ê ,'ç*n¡9,
1", ^1";ç 

' io'zr(*tyi "&r;

-,,t (t +1)(2t +lV lttJ vt
rn" = I P,&h)

¡Yn ... -irrY¡V s-iY(,,)tt*(Ëolnil= ffi

(?¡¡ +1)Pi(cosoo)

with

=s, (2.s7)
7 n(" +1)p" (ftå)

In solving the 21y' u *1 equations (2.49),(2 50) and (256), the summation over

odd I as well as u values includes as many iefms as necessary until reason-

able convergence is reached. Having found the unknowns, the current Cistri-

bution aìong the biconical antenna is,

I (r ,0s) = 2rr sin0e}l6¡¡ (r ,0q)
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= fft,,,""ose(å-r) + jsinfr(å-r)l

. - - L,'(od - î,1tr¡ Ê,gr¡ --srnooà--7--;:î1",j6 n o,-ri,1 t

The input admittance is defined as I (r s) /V s, and is given by,

y.^_. = 
¡(t-9'00) 

=@¡r,z"cosk(ft-re) + jsin,t(1,-r0)l'con¿ v¡ v&"

sinOs -, Z,'(00) . j,(frro)
- Y. I d'+Ð Luiîõ * o"l

(258)

(2.60)

(2.se)

The far field radiation pattern can be expressed by employing the asymptotic

expression of Hankel function of very large argument in (2.21) and (2.22) Lor

E,¡¡¡ (r ,0) and E 6¡¡¡ (r ,0), respectively. Eliminating all non-f ar ñeld terms

which a¡e proportional to r-P p > 1 results in canceling out the radial field

component. Thus, the far

given by

field radiation pattern r(0) = 8,,(r*,0)/t!),is
r6

jnn

- r snê 2 aPn (coso)
Er /A\ 

- -------l-- rS' \-'' Ztrysl nþ+ÐÈnu'h) ôo

23J The dominant mode solutíon

. ctsink (,â -r 6)cos.tflr-r^ì*."..+Ty&.

The case when iy'u = 0, characterizes the solution resulting f¡om the inte¡ac-

tion between the TEM mode inside the antenna region and all complernen-

tary modes in both the input and oute¡ regions. In this case, which may be

labeled as zero order solution, resulting parameters wili be superscripted (0).

the TEM mode value of the electric potential at r = h , or lu 
(0)(å ) is the

only unknown and is found from (2.56) by setting c, = du = 0. Thus,

voy(o)ql¡ = (2.61)
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Employing y(0)(å) in expression (2.4S), the zero o¡de¡ value of the apparent

dominant-mode te¡minal admittance Fr(o) ¡s,

(2.62)

where Z, is the inverse radiation impedance which is the dominant mode

impedance seen looking outwa¡d at a distance )r/4 f¡om the antenna end [54].

Expression (2.62) lor Yr(o) i. 
""u"tty 

the same as that for conical antennas

with delta function generator [54].

¡ (o)(r 
6) I¿ (rol 1 (Y,z"cosk(ft -re) + jsink (å -rs)= v, = TI.""kø-rt> + ¡v,+'

1 ) dL..(g\-*-:-i:(sino--#) + v(v+l)L,(o) = 0sin0 d0' d0

v (o) = (2.63)

The TEM mode admittance l"!$ 6 for delta function excited conical anten-

nas can be found by setting ro = 0. In this case, N, = 0 characterizes a

zero-order solution where cjo) = øJ0) = 0 and y(o)(/r) is given by (2.61). In

general, the solution of the set of equations is of the order of the number of

complementary modes used in tlÌe antenna region, i.e. in the form c,W') ,

o!*") (, = vr, v2,...., urv,) ana r(ilJ14¡.

23.2 Chq!seler]e!þ_y!!e! pf
The values assigned to the parameter v or r¡ can be determined from the

Legendre equation,

vo

(2.64)

with L"(06) = l,(tr-0s) = 0. Tai [7] expanded Lu(0) function in terms of a

se¡ies of known orthogonal functions. He introduced approximate expres-

sions only for the first two values of u since complicated expressions start to

appear for upper values of v. Schelkunoff [4] introduced approximate expres-

sions for v at two limiting cases, when tire biconical angle is i) wide (spheri-

cal antenna) and ii) very small (thin wire antenna).

Fo¡ a wide angle ( i.e.0 < 0o< tr ) rve obtain
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Zi¡ 1 zr-206 (r-206)3v- r-;l%-Z- ßt" - ts(r^f
and

ôr- = -I r 4ít - 1 - (t-2eof 
',

6 - 
'"*t ("-r%y - ãñ- - 1024fr',)31

For a very small angle i.e. 0 < 5o , rve have

-^'., 1v - ¿t -t+--T
ln-

0o

and

av - -(v-_2i_!1Lð¡o l-*&

wíth i = 1, 2, 3, ... ín (2,65)-(2.67).

2.4 Finife lengÉb biconical anúenna cetrter-fed

by a delfa funcÉion generÂtor

>""ut#ffi-ô¡,^/,ìrr -t'ur!o' u, = o

The characte¡istics of biconical antennâ with delta function excitation at

the center can be easily found as a special case of the biconical antenna with

wide gap feed discussed in the previous section. First, let the radius rs
approach zero, eliminating the input region and extending the antenna

region to r = 0. For the fields to be finite at r = 0, the function iî,1tr¡ in

(2.26) is replaced by c,ti"1*r¡¡i,(&å), i.e. the coefficients øu do nor exisr.

Thus, the number of equations and unknowns is reduced to ¡/v + 1 since

there is only one aperture at r = h. These equations are found by setting

a, = 0 in (2.50) and (256) to be in the form,

-jtrY¡Vs

(2.6s)

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.6e)

(2.t0)¿""uffi -jvu(ù#*tt= sinkh
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The fields in the outer region (r = l¡ ) ¡emains thc same as in the case of
wide feed gap and expressed ia (221)-(223). Since the input admittance is

found from the current expression when r = 0, it is entirely due to the TEM
mode component with vanishing contributicn from the complementary

modes components, This ¡esults from setting r0 = 0 in (2.59) because j, = 0.

Thus, the input admittance of a finite length conical antenna with delta

function generator, i.e. Y"rrr6, is

/¿ o(o)
¿ con¿ã - v (0)

(2.71)

The zero o¡de¡ or TEM mode admittance Z"!0} 6 can be found by ignoring

c,6 in (2.70). The resulting vr{o)14¡ is identical to y(0)(å) in (2.6I) for the

wide feed gap antenna. Also, r,to) is identícal to Y,(0) ¡n (2.62) wfuích is previ-

ously reported t7],t541.

2,5 Infiritely long biconical arletrnâ

25.1 Wide .f eed eap

The infinitely long biconical antenna with wide feed gap can also be con-

sidered as a special case of the biconical antenna with wide gap feed. Í{ere,

the input region is unchanged with the fields expressed in (2.1î)-(2.19). As

for the antenna region, letting the length å approach co, eliminates the outer

region (r > å ) and extends the antenna region to r = co as shown in Fig.

2.2. Ê,,&r) in (2.26) fo¡ the antenna region reduces ro the Hankel functions,

namely, a"-Ê ult r¡¡tÌ "(&16). 
The number of unknowns is reduced to rVu

since there is only one boundary surface ( r =.0), a¡rd both V (h) and Y,

disappear. The required set of equations can be easily found by taking the

above considerations into account and setting cu = 0 in (2.49), such that

= ffi",,z"coskh + jsin'tål

8",- t#;#-ô,ì,r1,ìl = þ+" (2.72)

However, the set of equations (2.72) can be derived as follows. The
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dominant mode for this case is no longer a standing spherical vlave (com-

posed of trigonometric sine and cosine functions). For the TEM mode wave

to vanish at infinity, the ¡adial dependence of its Hertzian potential should

be proportional ¡o ,)Èr , i. e.

U - a = c - e-ik, (lncotarl*a *l (2.73)

One can relate the constant c. to the potential al r = ro, y (ro) (= 76) using

the 0-component of the electric field similar to that used in (2.28). Thus, the

constant c- is given by

- iV o¿iÈ'o

"* = zkrzrY o

Now, the total Hertzian potential in

0o = 0 = t-09 ) can be expressed as

(2.74)

the antenna region ( r>ro,

_,y 
^"-)k(r 

-rù a
U¡¡-(r,o) = - 

^rre" 
ln(cotani+d-) - 4l î,-,, I&)r,çu¡

2îkY s j v(v +1) ¡i 
"ç¿¡o¡

and the non-vanishing electromagnetic components are

E,¡¡- (r,B) = ffi4o "* I@.-:r,{u)

(2.7s)

(2.76)

Es¡¡-(r,o) = m - ffiïffiffir,'r, (2.77)

H 6ii-(r,, = ## - ç+ffiffir''ru, (2.78)

In order to find the unknowns au* (v = vy v2, ..., v¡¡ ") and

bt (l :1,3,5, . . . ), rve use the continuity of the aperture ûelds and the

orthogonality properties of Legendre functions in a manner simila¡ to that in

Sec.23. Finally, one has the following t¡,vo equations,
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substituting for å¡ from (2.80) into (2.79), one gets a set of N u linear equa-

tions in lf , unknowns ( ø,- ) as shown in (2.72). The cu¡rent distribution,

input admittance and fa¡ field radiation pattern are given belolv,

V oe- 
ilc (r -r o)

I'b¡J ,t = a,.J ,,
I

bt -jV s,P¡ (cos 0e)

ëþ"t(ßrol = ,"

(2.7e)

+ta+1)>!+W (2.80)

- sinos! jf.. ffi",'ruo,I.(r) = (2.81)

(2.82)

(2.83)

z"

v^=L-tinuos L- z" Yo ? r(,,b¿" (oo)

o /A\= voejk'o 
- j ç "rrr*i\;\''l' 'o 

\v'' 2Ty sz.sinï 2Íy s! v(u +1)É u(&ro)

25.2 Inf initesimal f eed eao

In this case, the input region ( of radius r6) vanishes, and the antenna region

extends to r = 0 where the the Hankel function is not finite. Hence the per-

missible Hertzian potential in this antenna region is the zero order or TEM

mode which is expressed in (2,73). One can also find the electromagnetic

ñelds by setting øv- = 0 in (2.76)-(2.78), where the radial electric field com-

ponent will vanish, The input admittance of an infinitely long biconical

antenna excited by a delta function generator can be found by setting

au* = 0 in (2.81), whe¡e the result is l/2" as given earlier [3],t541.

2.6 Discussion of numerical resulÉs

Four geometries of biconical antennas are analyzed in this Chapter; they

are a) the finite length antenna with non-ze¡o feed gap width, b) the finite

length antenna with zero feed gap width, c) the infinitely iong antenna with

finite feed gap width and d) the infinitely long anrenna wirh zero feed gap
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width. The solution of the first three geometries depends on two infrnite

summations, one over odd integer values for the input and/or outer regions,

and the othe¡ over the characteristic vaiues of y for the antenna region. The

accuracy of each solution depends on the number of terms in its series,

which in turn is a function of the antenna dimensions at hand, e.g. the input

region radius ro, the outer sur.face radius å and the cone angle. Characteris-

tic values of v for very smail angle < 5o a¡e different frorn those for large

angles as given in (2.ó5) and (2.ó7). The highest numbe¡ of complementary

modes in the antenna region is recalled as lVu and that for the input or outer

region as lü¡. In the well known analysis of the ze¡o feed gap width ñnite

length biconical antennas, smith [5] calculated y, and the input impedance

Z"or" employing u = 1 ,iy'¡ = 2 which do not guarantee a reasonable con-

vergence, especially at very smail angles. Schelkunoff [4] and Tai [6] , calcu-

lated Y, approximately using lf , = Nr = æ for very small angle antenna. Tai

used the variational method and found f, for both the very small angle with

N, =3 ,Nt =20 and large angle with N,=!,Nt = 20.In our analysis of

the frnite antenna with wide feed gap, the system of li¡rear equations has the

complementary waves amplitudes in the antenna region (c, , a r) as unk-

nowns instead of those of the oute¡ region as conventionally set [5],[1],[54].
Since, equation (2.a8) relates Í, to V (h) in a nonlinea¡ manner, Smith [5]

tried to avoid this problem by normalizing his solution with respect to V (h),

while other worke¡s [4],[1],[54] used limiting cases with associated assump-

tions, (very small angle case, and very large angle case ) to find the ampìi-

tudes of the outer region without employing this nonlinea¡ equation. In the

present Chapter, the set of linear equations is composed of (2,49),(252) and

(256) where the last equation is de¡ived from (2.48) by normalizing the sys-

tem with respect to the input voltage Iu s.

In presenting the numerical calculations, curves will be plotied for

Z, = Y,Z!, Y"on" aîd 2"o," fot the TEM ( dominant ) mode ( of l/, = 6 ¡
and the multimode case which resuìts by adding the antenna region comple-

mentary modes ( of Nv > 0 ) to the TEM mode solution. Same values of rV,

will be used in both solutions. Results due to the v-¡ide feerl gap rvidth
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antenna are plotted together with those obtained from the inñnitesimal feed

gap rvidth antennas. Comparison with available theo¡etical data will be nrade

whenever possible. Two cases a¡e considered, the wide angle cone of

00 = 66.06o and small angle cone of 06 < 50 where the latter case reseml¡les

the very thin ( wire ) antenna. Unlike well known analysis [4],[6]-[54], the

limit 09 = 0o may not be reached in present analysis, where the second type

Legendre function (in Q.a\) is singular.

lV ide ansle cone , 0n = 66,060

Figure (23) shows the variation of inverse radíation impedance Zu (

= R"*X, = Yþl ) with ,tå for frre = 0.1, The values are obtained from the

TEM mode and multiple mode solutions when the antenna is fed with an

infinitesimal source ( , = 15 ,Nt =t6 ) or wide source (Nu =5 ,Nt =76

), Variational values ( Nu = 1,Nl =39 ) are also included in Fig. 23 for

comparison [7]. TEM mode values of the delta and wide gaps for Z" show

excellent agreement with one another and with those of the variational

method [7]. Widening the feed gap from kr o = g to 0.1, does not affect the

multimode Zy. A deviation exists between variational multimode results and

those of the delta or wide gap resulls. Such a deviation increases with the

inc¡ease in &å with a maximum value of 2Vo. In gener al, the TElvf mode

results are not f ar f rom those of the multimode solution. The TEIvI input

admittance of a delta gap values are very close to those obtained using its

multimode solution as shown in Fig.2.4, This is because the complementery

modes in the antenna region have ze¡o cont¡ibution to the current distribu-

tion at r = 0. Thus, the TEM input admittance values of a wide gap are not

in agreement with those obtained from its multimode solution. However, as

&å increases, better agreement is observed. The multimode results for F"o,,,

of the wide gap become very close to those of the delta gap, especially when

&l¡ inc¡eases, This is because the complementary mo<ies contribution to the

current decreases with decrease in the ratio rs/h as illustrated by setting

øu = 0 in (2.59). Figure 2.5 sho'vs the input impedance 2.,,,. corresponding

to the admittance curve in Fig. 2.4. In order to compare ou¡ results with

those of the variational method [7], the wide cone angle has been chosen to
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be 66.060.

Small annle cone,0o = 30

Figure 2.6 is used to compare ou¡ results for delta gap foi L0 > 0s > 50,

wifh those obtained by the variational method for 0o = 0 [7]. Tire TEÞ,{

mode values of R" for 00 = 3o show very good agreement with those

obtained by the variational method ( 0o = 0o ). Deviation buitds up between

the two sets of values with increase in &l¡ . This deviation is morc noticeable

for X" values. For Z" values obtained by the multimode solutio¡r of 0o = 3',
a constant deviation exists with the va¡iational results at low ¿12 values ( < 2

). Above this limit, this deviation increases with the increase in ftl¿ . This

difference is more noticeable for the imaginary part than in the real part,

since the former converges faster, Also, values corresponding to multimode

solution for 8o = 10 and 50, are included in the Fig. 2.6 for comparison. The

wide gap Z" values corresponding to TEM mode and muìtimode solutions for

0o = 3 with kro=9.1 are plotted in Fig,2,7, Employing Nu = 15, Nl = 31,

the results show excellent agreement with the counterpart delta gap results.

Unlike the wide angle case ( in Fig.23 ), a considerable difference exists

between the TEM mode and the multimode set of values. This ciifference is

also obsewed for the input admittance as shown in Fig, 2.8. Diffelent
behavior is noticed between TEM mode values for the delta (kr' = 0) and

wide ( Èrs = 0.1 ) gap admittances although both have identical I', sets of

values. The reason fo¡ the discrepancy between the admittance values

obtained using the TEM mode and the multimode solutions for either wide

or delta gap cones, is due to the f, values as shown in Fig,2,7 . The wide gap

multimode admittance values appear shifted towards high k/r vi'lues when

compared rvith those obtained by the multimode solution for the delta gap

cone. The shift is due to the contfibution of the complementary waves to the

current distribution function at r = to * 0 for the wide gap case. Figure 2.9

shows the variation of the input impedance vs &å where the multimode solu-

tion of the wide feed gap still appears shifted compared to the delta gap

case.
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Fig ?.9 Input impedance of a biconical antenna for cone angìe 0o
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An inf initely long cone wíth wide paø

The admittance and the impedance of an i.nfinitely long cone with wide feed

gap at different feed gap width, or Érq for wide angle cone ( of 0o = 66.06' )
are plotted in Fig. 2,10. In the range &16 < 05, the susceptance and the

resistance obtained f¡om the multimode solution coincides \ilith the TEM

mode values as well as the delta gap results. A small capacitive reactance

appears in the impedance and linearly inc¡eases wilh increase in kr6 as

shown in Fig.2.10-b. The vaìue of this reactance is 0.04 limes that of the

resistance at frro = 0.5, The above values a¡e found by employing N, = 31,

Nl = 16. Similar behavior is observed for the small angle case of 0o = 3o as

shown in Fig. 2.11, Wilh N u = 31 and N¡ = 31, the relative increase in the

capacitive reactance with inc¡ease in frrg, is almost doubled when ccmpared

with the wide gap case, It should be noted that f, does not exist for the

infinitely long cone.

2.7 Concludirg remarks

The modal analysis for ñnite length biconical antenna with infinitesimal

feed gap is extended to investigate the biconical artenna with wide feed gap.

The accuracy of the results is dependent on the number of complementary

modes involved in the computation. About 15-20 exterior complementary

modes are needed for suitable convergence to be realized ( with an error

-2% ).The number of antenna region complementary modes required for

acceptable convergence is a function of the cone angle. For a wide angle

0o = 66.06o , TEM mode results for Z, are close to those of the multimode

solution and five complementafy modes are enough for convergence. More

modes have to be included with decrease in the cone angle. Fifteen modes

are used when the cone angle is 30. The presence of wide gap has no effect

on f, for wide as well as small cone angles. The effect is felt in the admit-

tance results due to i) the contribution from the complementary modes at

r = ro * 0 and ii) the presence of re * 0 in the TEM mode cont¡ibution to

the admittance as illustrated in (259).
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The infinitely long antenna is considered a special case of the analysis.

The complementary modes affect only the imaginary parts of the impedaace

and have almost twice the relative capacitive reactance on the impedance for

the small angle in comparison with the wide angle results. The above analysis

is very suitable for conical a[tennas with mode¡ate angles and taking the

limiting case of very small angle to represent the wire antennâ would be just

an approximation. Fu¡thermore, the conical analysis cannot handle cylindri-

cal antennas where the antenna radius may vary, The integral equation

method is most suitable for the cylindrical antenna as will be illust¡ated in

the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER III

ANÄLYSIS Oiö' LONG Dlptn tr ANTENIIA CENTER..FED
WITE A NON.ZÐRO WIDTII.GAP

3.1 Introducúion

In the previous Chapter, where the biconical antenna with non-ze¡o

f eed gap width was analyzed, the limiting case of very small conical angle

0o = 3o, was considered as a thin dipole antenna. In such case, the antennå

region complementary mode se¡ies did not converge with a smail numbe¡ of
tefms as was the case when the cone angle was larger. Also, the extreme lim-
iting case of 00 = 0 (as suggested by Tai [6], [7]) does not describe rhe effect

of varying the dipole antenna radius on its radiation characte¡istics.

Although the biconical antenna structure, which employs the t¡ansmission

line analogy, wâs one of the early models to study the characteristics of radi-
ating systems including the very thin,dipole antenna [3],[4], other models

have been introduced to analyze the cylindrical antenna, taking into account

the antenna ¡adius and employ cylindrical coordinates [i],[13]. Such models

iike the variational, iterative and numerieal methods a¡e based on using

Maxwell's equations and the vector potentials to de¡ive an integral equation

which relates the electric field and the current dist¡ibution along the finite
length antenna. The solution of the resulting integral equation, which is

called Hallen's equâtion, requires knowledge of the elect¡ic field distribution
along the antenna, or speciñcally in the feed gap since the antenna is con-

sidered perfectly conducting. A knovrledge of the electric field function in

the feed gap is still a necessity for an infinitely long cylindrical anrenna [4].
The absence of an exact expression for the time ha¡monic electric field in the

feed gap has been the reason for assuming a numbe¡ of feed gap ûeld func-
tions. Silver and Saunders [34] assumed it to be constant within a circum-
fe¡ential thin gap. Duncan [29] considered the elect¡ic fiekl wirhin a very
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thin feed gap to be in the fo¡m of a delta function generator of an infinitely

long thin antenna. This resulted in a singularity at the excitation point and

led to an approximate analysis for the input admittance. He also discussed

the modification of his ana¡ysis when the ñeld within a thin gap is assumeci

constant. Miller [43] introduced an empirical expression for the input admit-
ta¡ce for a thin antenna with constant electric field within thin gaps. Willi-
amson [44] used conformal mapping to find the electrostatic field at ttre gap

edge. Based on his results, he introduced an empirical expression for the

field on the aperture of a thin gap of an infinitely long thin solid antenna.

Do-Nhat and MacPhie [45] solved the Laplace equation inside and outside

the gap of width 29 and derived an expression for the aperture elect¡ostatic

field in terms of a Fourier-Bessel series. Nea¡ the gap edge, these electros-

tatic fields are almost proportional to (g2 - zz)-L/3, satisfying the edge condi-

tion [46]. In [45], the fields are consiciered to be quasi-static aud usecl in
admittance calculation as long as the antenna radius is small i.e. ka < 0.1,

where ¿ is the antenna radius, É = 2t /¡t is the wave number and )r is the

wavelength.

This Chapter will sta¡t by deriving the ha¡monic z -directed elect¡ic field

in the aperture of an infinitely long solid antenna. This is done by expressing

the electromagnetic fields in terms of the z -directed elect¡ic Hertzian poten-

lial which is governed by Heknholtz equation. The general solution of the

electric He¡tzian potential is expressed in terms of a Fourie¡-Bessel se¡ies.

The fields are matched at the aperture and orthogonality is used to find the

series coefficient as recently described by Do-Nhat and lr.,facPhie [47]. The

admittance of an inñnitely long solid antenna with a wide gap is then calcu-

lated using the resulting electric freld in the gap. Comparison is made with
available experimental data [48] as well as theoretical results for the admit-

tance of infinite antennas having either wide [49] or narrow gaps [43],[55].
The electric ñeld function is then assumed to exist in wide feed gaps along a

finite antenna and used in a Wiener-Hopf formulation simila¡ to that of
Hurd's [2],[25] to calculate the ântenna radiation characteristics.

The lViener-Hopf technique has been used efficiently for the analysis of
long thin perfectly conducting tubular antenna by Wu [13] and FIu¡d LZ),[ZS|.
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The main advantage of this technique is that there is no need to guess ai a

first approximation for the cur¡ent which is usually required in iterative and

va¡iational methods [3]. Hurd's formulation is different than that of Wu in
the sense that it employs reasonably acceptable assumptions in addition to
the fact that the solution is in the form of an asymptotic series which tends

to converge aftef the first term especially when the antenna is long, as will
be shown throughout this Chapter. Hurd's fo¡mulation was later extended to
analyze thick antennas [26] and multiply fed thin long antenna [27j.

Hurd's integral equation relates both the electric field and cur¡ent distri-
bution along the antenna axis f¡om -co to æ ¡ather than the cu¡rent and

voltage along the antenna length which proved insufficient for solving

Hallen's integral equation, and thus certain additional assumptions had to be

introduced to facilitate the solution [13]. A study of the asymptotic se¡ies

will be ca¡¡ied out and the current distribution and input admittance values

will be computed using the Fourier series ûeld in a feed gap of widtir 29 and

compared with those values obtained from using the delta function genera-

tor. Also comparisóns will be made with available theoretical and experimen-

tal data.

3.2 Anatrysis of Êbe clectromagretic field within a feed gâp

of a solid infiniÉely long dipole.

A knowledge of the field function in the gap ac¡oss which a voltage

source is used to d¡ive the antenna is necessary for calculating the aclrnit-

tance of the infinite antennâ [3a]. The time dependence ¿i., wiiì be omitted

in the coming analysis. In this section we derive an expression for the elec-

t¡ic field in the gap using Fourier-Bessel eigenfunctions by solving the boun-

dary value problem of Helmholtz equation governing the z-directed Hertzian
potential.
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3.2,1 Fourier series representatíon of tltt Åsp f íeld

Consider a cylindrical solid infinitely long dipole antenna rvith infinite con-

ductivity and radius a in free space. The antenna is symmetrically excited

with a voltage lzoej'o' across a ci¡cumferential gap (lz I < g) tvhere g is half

the gap width, as shown in Fig.3.1. It is apparent that the only nonzero elec-

tromagnetic field components to exist are those whose expressions are $-
independent. As a result , the ñeld expansions contain electric type modes

only and the z -component of the electric He¡tzian potential U (p,z), caa be

used to represent the electroñagnetic fields [58] as such,

e,(oÐ=+P

E"(p,r) = &2 + 4)u {r,r)

H 6(p,z) = -ior"ry

u {pø) = årr,ffi cost'.z

(3.1)

(32)

(3.3)

U(p¿) is a scalar function which satisfies the following scalar homogeneous

Heimholtz equation,

(v2+*z¡u1p,z1 =g (3.4)

The above equation is solved using the method of separation of va¡iables.

From the system geometry, it is easy to frnd U(pp) to be even function of
the z coo¡dinate. Also, the fields should be finite at p = 0 for the interio¡
region (i.e. p<ø and lzl<g) and the teld should satisfy the radiation con-

dition at infinity for the exte¡ior region (i.e. p> d ). For a perfectly conduct-

ing material, the inte¡ior radial electric fleld component should vanish at the

metal surfaces i.e, E1o(p,t8) = 0. Taking the previous consideratio¡rs inlo
account, the z -components of the He¡tzian potential in both regions ,

Utþø) and U2þ,2) for the interior and exterior regions, respectively, a¡e

given by,

,0-p=ø (35)
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OG'WO, p> a (3.6)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.e)

In order to find the unknown coefficients Do and spectral density distribu-

tion D ({), we equate simila¡ freld components in both regions at the aper-

ture, p = a and lz | = g, then use orthogonality property to find the unk-

nown coefficients [47]. The z-components of the eiectric field at the aper-

ture are given by

, P=(k2-E1t/2 (3.7)

where Js(*) and U [2) 1x¡ are the Bessel and second type Hankel functions,

respectively, order 0 and argument x . k ( = 2n ht) is the wave number and À

is the wavelength. One can use the relation

-Vo=ï- Eç(a,2,)dz (3.8)

to determine the first term of the series which is -V o/Ze and thus equation

(35) becomes

ut(pø)=#ffi *å,r"ffi"*l

F,=tkz-(fl'l'n

E t,(o,,) = ErpQ) = + *,|rr,U!"o"T

E z"þ p) = I o-, (E)gzcos(zd E

where the symbol E¡¡(z) denotes the z -component of the gap Fourier Bessel

aperture ûeld function at p = o. Equating the above trvo equations, multiply-

ing both of them by sin('z and integrating with respect to z from 0 to æ,

gives,

D(o= #l+v+i,o,BtqL,n) (3.12)
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if. lg * nn
if. ls = n, (3.13)

By equating the $-component of the magnetic freld at the aperture, multiply-

ing both sides by 
"o"\, and integrating wr.t. z from 0 to g, one getsI

r -o(r)pal3 
(Ba)q(l,m)dE , m = t,2,... (3.r4)g9^J t,o(9^a) r o

rvhere "I1,s(.r) =J{x)/J¡(x), Ul'l<r>=¡7 lz)¡¡1 [z) and är(2)(x) is rhe first

o¡der Hankel function of the second type with argument .r, Substituting for
D (() from (3.12) into (3.14) and rearranging, one finally gers

\ a^rDn = b^ , m = 1,2,... (3.1s)

whe¡e

a,-=gln(m,n)-.{%@u'"
V^

b^ = ;!F (m,0)
¿8

where ôrn is K¡onecker delta ( =0if m * n;=1i1.m = n), and

' '{'ò(9Ð^,? -\-r? ..\, tF (n ,n) = j,=r-i- q((,n)qT,,t)d g (3.1s)

The infinite se¡ies is to be t¡uncated afte¡ the first N terms such that there

are D,(n = 1,2,3,.,,, N ) unknowns which could be obtained by solving N

eq uations (3.15).

3.2.2 I nÐut admittance of the inf iníte solid, antenna

The current distribution along the infinite antenna is ¡elated to the exterior

magnetic field when lz I > g, by the relation

[ (-tt" (*,r,ng,
I E'e' - n'n'q$,n)=l ,tt

(3.16)

(3.17)
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I -(z) = 2taH 26þ ¡)

=j 2îkaY s[, D (Opäl3 (þa)coslzd I

where the spectral density D (o is given by (3.12). The input admittance is

ûnally given by

(320)

where

L (s ,n) = I o- 
H l?òJBò 

lr ((,n)cos(sd | (s.zr)

one should note that the admittance expression in (320) could be obtained
from using the electric field expression (3.10) in siìver and saunders expÍes-
sions [34].

3.3 Derivation of fhe integral equation for a tbin dipole

etrúentrâ wifh finife length

consider a perfectly conducting cylindrical solid dipole of radius a and
length L = 2h (L )) ø, À >> ø ). Let the dipole be excited in the middle
by a voltage feed Izs across a gap with width 29 as shorvn ín Fig.3.2. Assum_

ing that the field in the gap is the Fourie¡ Bessel expression for the infinite
antenna EpBþ) as given in (3.10), The electric field on the antenna surface
(-h = t -< å ), is given by

E,(z) = EruQ')H (z +s)H (s -z)

where 1l (.r ) is the Heaviside function which is given by

{t ¡)o¡iG)=lo ¡<o

the electromagnetic fields can be derivcd from the elect¡ic Hertzian potential
n" [3],[60] which may be expressed for the cylindrical antenna, in the form

'-=+ =ry{-E'*,,,* 2.o,rir<r,,1)

(3.ie)

(3.22)

(3.23)
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nj = nl = Jj "tq"yo(pp)eidzdd.,

n! = n! = I __ c" (aþ /2) (pp)ei"z d 0.,

whe¡e c' and co a¡e the amplitude functions fo¡ the inner (p = o-, lz I > h

) and outside (p >o*) regions, respectively. The electric and magnetic fields

are easily obtained from (3.24) and (3.25) [3] in the forms

ølb e) = ¡ 
- 

p2cr(crV n(Bp)eto, d a,

ni@ ø) = f 
- 

gz"" 1c)H /:2) (pùei"' d a.,

H 6i(p,z) = -ikys,fl p"'{*)ro'(gp)eiqzdq.,

@

H 3 G t) = - ikY o I __ g"' {")n [2)' (Fp)ei dz d a.,

where the prime on the Bessel function denotes the derivative with respect

to the argument. The electric and magnetic fields at p = a ate governed by

the following relations,

Eí(o ,r) = ETBQYI (z +s)H (s -z)

nl@Ð=Eiþc)=ní(z)

Hi@,2) = H$(a,z)

I (z) = 2raH'6@ ,z)

where 1(z) is the cur¡ent distribution on the solid antenna or the outet
current on a tubular antenna. Taking the Fourier transform of equation

(3.27) and substituting for the field by its value at the surface, one gers

2np2c"(a¡H$2)18ø¡ = !]. u:<r) e-iqz'dz' + !8rnrulr)e-icz'dz' (3.34)

Substituting for co (cr) from (33) into (3.29) and (333) and rearianging, one

ends up with the following integral equation for the electric field along the z

axts,

' I iI (z\
I _-n;ç,)K(,-r)dz'= - [_rEouþ)K(z-z)dz' * iffi

-h<z=h

lzl>h

lzl>h

(3.24)

(33.4)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(331)

(3.32)

tzt = h (3.33)

(3,3s)



One should note that the kernel function for the solid antenna in (3.36) is

different from that of the tubular antenna Kt(z) 12l,[25],1271. The propaga-

tion constant & is considered to have a small negative imaginary part -j lA, I

which will be allowed later to approach zero without loss in generality.

Equation (3.35) above holds for p = ¿ and all values of z provided that

E:(z)= 0 for lz l<å and I(z)=g for lz l)l¡ and within the feed gap,

where the current is still continuing to flow through the transmission líne at

p < a.It is important to note that expression (3.4) for the input admittance

of an infinitely long solid antenna fed across a non-zero width gap can be

derived by using the aperture field (3.10) in the integral equation (335)

where its left hand side would vanish as the antenna becomes infinitely lcng.

Taking the Fou¡ier transform of (335), gives

-52-

rvhere

"- HÍ2à(Pa)etË"¿EK(z)= :=-

Eps(z)e-tt'' ar'lt G¡ = ffi
Where the Fourier t¡ansforms e -({), e +(E), i({) and & (() are

e_(Ð= Jn e-rL'E!(z)dz

-h
e+(o = l__ e-it,E:(z)dz

r ({) = "t__ 
e-it, r (z)d,

e(O = ¡- ,-ikxlz¡az = ::?Ya!?àßa)
I

(3,3ó)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.41)

[,-t9 * ,*(g+ lj,

Beyond the solid antenna ends, i.e. in the range h < lz I ( æ , the field

along the antenna surface, is assumed to be;

Eiþ) =
¿ -lk lz I

(tz t)a/3(zz - hrlß
(3.42)

The above exte¡nal field is a suitable ap¡:roximation of .the outward-traveling
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fa¡ fleld e-iÈ tz t /zz and satisfies the edge condition [46] on the z -directed
field near the solid ends at lzl > h *¿. The Fourier transform ø_(() is

clearly regular in the lowe¡ half ( plane while e n(() is regular in the upper

half I plane. i(() is regular over the whole ûnite ( plane and e(() is regular

in the common strip -q < In (Ð ( q. Thus, equation (337) is regular in

this common strip, The asymptotic behavior of these transforms for large ll I

is important for the use of the Wiener-Hopf technique. It is basically depen-

dent on the l¡ehavior of the transformed qualtities near the finite end of the

range of integration, The asymptotic behavior for the t¡ansfo¡ms when

l( I * co is similar to that described by Noble [59] and Hurd [25],

¿-(() = ole-itt' tEt-r/31

í(Ð = o[eith tEt-4/3]

in the lower half {-plane,

e +(() = olei$ t11-t/t1

¡G) = o[e-itn 191-e/21

in the upper half (-plane, and in the strip

*(Ð=otrfl-11

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.4ó)

(3.47)

(3.48)

Two equations eme¡ge from (3.37) when it is multíplied successively by

e=iåf. Applying the factorization for e(() ( = k-({)/k*(Ð) into functions

e*(() and &-({) which are regular in the upper half-plane and iower half-

plane, respectively, these tr o equations become

e -(E)k -(t)e 
i th - Tfu, <t¡o .(t)e i Eh = -f e *g)e i tn

* f !¡ouTzleiET-zldz'] o-,r,

út+# . # = .- tr" *1s¡e-irn

- Ilrøru1"1'-itl+z)dz ] # (3.4e)
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For the purpose of determining the regions of regularity for every term in
(3.48) and (3.49), one may use the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier

transforms (3.43)-(3.46). Accordingly, the first te¡m in the left hand side of

(3.48) and (3.49) is regular in the lower half-plane, whiie the second term in

the left hand side is regular in the upper half-plane. The te¡ms on the right

hand sides are regular in neither regions, and will be expressed as the sum of

upper and lower functions by using Cauchy's formula,

(350)

where /.(() is a function that decays quickly enough at infinity and is regu-

lar in the strip containing C- and C1 which defines the straight contours

f¡om -oo -jr to æ-jt and from co +jr to -æ*j¡, respectively, along

which integration is performed in the r -plane as shown in Fig.3.3. r is the

half width of the thin strip inside which the solution is regular as discussed

by Hurd [25]. Applying (350) on (3.48) and (3.49) and using Liouville's

theorem, the later two equations reduce to the forms

e -(t)k -(Ç¿it,r * *1"_t"*(t¡ + ! srørrç,)e-iz', (tz'l t #!! = 0

(3.si)

e +(E)e-iht -. 1 r 
_[r-(¡) + [!rrou1,)e-iz'' dz'l ffir¡ç, g¡ = ofrn(Ë) 2n¡rc

(3.52)

Since the antenna is symmetrically excited in the middle, E!(z) will be sym-

met¡ic and thus, e*(-() = , -((). Also the two expressions (351) and (352)

become ídentical. Introducing the function "f (() as follorvs,

"f,(l) = # I"-.".ou)fr

f @ = e-(Qk-(Ç¿iu

and substituting (353) into either (351) or (352) gives,

z¡if ?L) + [e,too(z'l [".1ffif a,'

(3.s3)
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Fig. 3.3 The integration contours C-, Co and C in the compìex !-plane

Fig. 3.4 Path for Lhe inf inite integral in (3.21)
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= - ,' e-.zjh' f o\k(t\ dt
rc* 

G-Ðk-2(t)

fr-(()¿+(-() = 1 (35s)

Using a Taylor expansion for / (t ) about ¡ -- fr and asymptotic expansion for

the denominato¡ functions in equation (354), we have

(3.s4)

(3.só)

(357)

(3.58)

where /n(k) are the ,rth derivatives of "f G) at t = k. Applying (3.56)-(358)

into (3.54) and taking the pth derivatives with respect to

Ë (p = 0, 1, ..., N -1) then substituting L = -k , equation (3.-54) becomes

-1
?ryl p(&) = - >: B,p(-k) [!r"rrq,)r^(h-z)dz'

¿=0

- þt r,,1ro¡ f Í 
"-'t^lk 

4"e?t) (3.se)
¡r =o " =o @ -m)l

where A. * (-fr ) and B,,p(-k) are the p th derivatives of .4,n (O ald B,n (()

with respect to ( when it is set to -fr, respectively. I,(/z) is an integral in

the complex r -plane and is given by

f(t)=":r#

-+ = "¡-a"1¡¡1'-t¡"

f=#jt = 
trli 

a" 1s)(r -t )"

r,(h) =r J".gE@ .(t -k)o e -i'h dt (3.60)

Now, / 
" 

(fr ) (n = 0, 1, ..., rV -1) are N unknowns rvhich could be obtained by

solving the N equations in the auxiliary equation (3.59) provided that the

field in the Eap, Epn(z ) is known.
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3.4 Current disfribufion aDd ¡npüt admittance

The current dist¡ibution along the dipole antenna which is excited sym-

metrically in the middle across a gap of non-zero width and possesses a cer-

tain electric field rvithin it, EpBþ), can be found by expressing the integrand

in the left-hand side of equation (335) in terms of its Fourier transform.

Using the evenness of ,t (i), we finally find that

I(z)=¡'¡¡r"
( x-t .\, {i /n_,,(k)c,,

= ¡*ov sl -j > V^(h + z) + In(h - t' "t 'o=o "t,,10 @-m)l

- !!rer"1')K('-')d''l (3'61)

where K(z) = jIs(lz l). The input admittance is the current per unit input

voltage at the gap edge, Í

v = t(ÐN = +{-rn¿'¡r"1a + s) + r,(h - ,ll Í;rH#

- f lraou1')K(8-')d'']|

C 
^ 

are asymptotic coefficients defined as follows,

f À' -1tr= åt"(E-o)'
The first four terms of C, are given below,

n - --T tco=ê -' , cr= -coTz

C2=Cs(0'5T2'-")

I r] I
c¡=-col3TzT3+ á *.rl

where

(3.63)

(3.tr)

(3.6s)

(3.66)
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r : 7 ¡ lnk?)dt
2nj rc_ 

7t_tr¡^

Fo¡ a thin antenna, the coefficients are in the form

c o = r(#)" 
{t 

* # - #r'22 + ..2/6)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

^t
"2k

_1
Bkz

through the relation

C!, = C^/Uan/z)tn

+ ¡þ;o^z * lr,r+ 4s3) 
Ì

I 1+21n2
'*l,ø-- r"r^

* ftrz + irz/3 + +tnz + +rnzÌj

1 l/2 - 21n2I +-lnA lnzA

(3.6e)

- fto,o - n2/6 +tnz - ztn'z4j

,o=-*[0.,r,r,*#l-ffi ffi]
where A = ttr#¡r,I = 1.781 and s3 = i.t¡nt = 12a2. one should note

''=t
that Cñ for the solid antenna are ¡elated to those of tubular anrenna [25],[56]

The shape of the eiectric field function inside the gap will determine the

parameters Í e(k) (p = 0, 1, ..., N -l) and thus the currenr dist¡ibuiion as

welì as the input admittance.
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3.4.1 Evaluation of L(zlfor lgtße values of z

The function I,(h) ín (3.60) can be found by approximately performing the

integration for long thin antennas such that the dominant contribution to the

integral comes fiom the singularities, There are branch points at / = -t- fr and

poles at the zeros of Js(Ba). Because h/a is large the poles cccur at large

negative imaginary values of t \ here the contribution becomes very small

due to the decaying effect of the expcnent. Thus the main contribution for
the thin long antenna comes from the b¡anch point at ¡ = ¿ [25],[57]. The

contour C + is to be deformed into the branch cut integral C as shown in Fig.

33. Replacing the Bessel functions by their small argument approximation

along the contour C, as Hurd did [25], we get,

ro(h)=#l.--#r#.ù,

I,(h\ = 2'"-j!h
kahlnty

r2Ø)=#ffi

r3@)=ffi{-,

t-2it
t LtJ!- t -J- - -I \' ln2xt 6 ' kh 4kzhz)

+fr<æ,.#-##,J (373)

[,- t - r ,-jn, -3+r2l¿.,1( arn' ln2xt z ' kh ')

Ír- 2 - 
,,rt ì

[' tnx Zrn2xJ

***#.frr-ul +fi+ *rVt

(3.74)

(3.7s)

+fr.rsaz; -#-ffii ) o^,

where ¡ = 2h /U f kaz). The above f unctions I,(h) f.ot the solirl antenna

related to those of tubular antenna [25],[56j through the relation,

rl@) = #,,@) (3.77)
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3.4,2 Evaluøtíon of I-(z) and K (z\ at small values of z

For lengths of the orde¡ of the antenna radius as is usually the case for the

feed gap r.vidth 29, the expressions for /n(z) in (3.72)-(3.76) are not valid.

Another way of calculating In (z ) is adopted. It follows closely the rvork of

Shen et al [68], and Ragheb and Hamid [27]. Shen et al integrared the zero

o¡der of the function lr(z) f.or kz > 1, in the form,

(3.78)

with

F(a)=2W +1 (3.7e)

where W = -lnkø - 1 and 1 = 057722, Ragheb and Hamid [27] introduced

a recurrence ¡elation lor Inþ) such that only the zero o¡der integral Is(z) is

required to dete¡mine the higher order integrals. Defining
y(o)þ) = Io(z)eit', they found the upper order integrals of /,(z) to be,

I^(r) = jn e-ikz M(1')(z) (3.80)

rn"r" ¿(z)(z) are the rth derivativer o¡ ¿(o)(z). The above expressions for
Ir(z) (n =0, 1,2, and 3) compare favorably with results based on previous

expressions of equations (3.73)-(3.76) for kz > l. However, the accuracy of

both approaches deteriorates for /cz < 1, mainly because of the real part of
Is(z) in (3.80).

The factor "-2t or 52 in (3.S0) rvas originally introduced by Shen er a/.

[68] to extend the accuracy of the real part of their expression for the

current distribution, along an infinite linea¡ a¡tenna, down to z = 0. This

factor was found by equating the real part of Shen ¿¡ cl.'s expression at

z = 0 to Wu's expression [13] for his conductance of an infinite antenna. The

imaginary part of (3.78) is still inaccu¡ate for the ìimiting case,tz ( l. Since

the input admittance of an infinitely long dipole antelrna fed by a delta func-

tion generator (y- ) is related to /s(0) and f( (0) through the relarion

Ioþ)=*Wt ffiþ-ik'

.in+4 t

Y ! = jkar sK $) = -kaY ú o(0), (3.81)
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the inaccuracy in the real part of K (0) means inaccuracy in the imaginary

part of 16(0). In o¡der to extend the accuracy of the imaginary part of 16(z)

down to the range kz = t, we int¡oduce a modified expression of the form

(t
I"l:) =,1 flnl I - 2i'i 

-,
- v\- , 

li¿o 
"'' 

F (a) + ln[Èz + \@;p ] '

+ iH (u -z)ttk" n¡ßz: @Ñ)1){,r" (3.82)

with

where À represents the weight of the additional function that is added to the

original 16(z) of (318) to extend the accuracy of the imaginary part down ro

kz = 0. This additional function, which represents the second re¡m on the

right hand side of (3.82), is chosen on the basis of a similar expression suit-

able for low values of z already reported in the lite¡ature [12]. The pararne-

ters S and À are dependent on the antenna radius ø, wavelength )., and on

the input admittance of the zero-gap width infrnite-antenna. Duncan [29]

computed the input admittance for 29 values very close to zeto, while Miller

[43] has introduced expressions for a gap of finite width 29 provided that

I /a << 1. Also, Wu [13] de¡ived an approximate expression for the input
admittance of zero-gap width infinite antenna. The values of S and ¡\ can be

determined by equating the expressions for the input admittance of the

infinite antenna fed by a delta-function generator obtained in terms of 16(0)

from (3.82) with those previously reported [13],[29],[a3], i.e.

1 - Sz/4u=-l

vj --cj +¡Bj

= jr6nn(1 ; - ¡a1rø2 rnf J

(3.83)

(3.84)

Equating the real part on the right hand side to Gj and the imaginary parl

to 83 and rearranging, one finally has,
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1+I¿ln t rì2'îf 1(ka)¿'

For a thin antenna kø < 0.10, we introduce an expression for the input

admittance of an infrnitely long perfectly conducting antenna excited by a

delta-function generator' Such an expression is deduced by interpolating

Duncan's susceptance values [29] and using Miller's conductance expression

[43]. It is in the form

ns = -J-
1201n(f.ka /1.414)

3i = [0.424 + '36.876ka - 266.957(ka)2 + 1496.446(kù3]10-3 (3.87)

The cu¡rent dist¡ibution based on the modified analytic expression of 16(z)'

which is proportional to the current distribution on an infinitely long dipole'

shows better agreement with experimental current distributions, especiaily at

the antenna ends and discontinuities. Values of 5 and Â associated with

different antenna radii will be reported whenever used. Expressions for À'

and S' for the tubular antenna are derived elsewhere [66].

3.43 LonR antenna cenler -Í ed b

In such case, g is set to zero and the the Fou¡ier Bessel function expression

E eBQ) in (3.10) is replaced by -V ô(z ). The auxiliary equation (3.59) will be

modified to be

(-tYÍpG)=v B" p(-ky ,(h)

"j'r"1rr¡ ä!"#fÐ
The input admittance rt ( = ¡(0)/y) is given by,

rô=yi -ryþ,r"rrl t,r#

s =r&ò2 *r{*å 
^ 

[1 + (1 + f tanz1cå /Yo))lnf ] f:.asl

(3.88)

-1s
n=0

i o','

(3.8e)
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One should note that tubular expressions similar to (3.88) and (3.89) were

derived by Hurd [25j.

3.4.4 Canverpence of the asynntotic seríes

The auxiliary equation, current distribution and the input admittance expres-

sions in (359),(3,61) and (3.62), respectively, contain asymptotic expansions.

Hu¡d's resuhs for the input admittance of tubular antenna rvith delta func-

tion generator used the first three terms in the asymptotic series N -1 = 0, 1

and 2. Hurd's formulation [25] had a trivial er¡or that resulted in conside¡-

ing all his higher order results (/V = 2,3)to be incor¡ect. Although this error

was discovered by Hurd himself and reported later [26], he did not attempt

to correct the input admittance in his tables, which had widely been pub-

Iished. Correction and extension of these tables to N = 4 is important for

comparison with other methods as well as investigation of the convergence of

the asymptotic series.

3.5 On fhe difference between solid a¡d lubular sntennas

Although the differences between the solid and tubulâ¡ antennas have

been discussed in an exclusive manner by Einarsson [24], a major misconcep-

tion is regularly employed by many authors concerning the input admittance

of the infinitely long antenna. Hallen [11] and Duncan [29] staied that the

external current on the tubular antenna rather than the total curre¡rt is the

one which is important in dipole antenna theory especiaìly vzhen the antenna

is thin. Although this was proven by Einarsson [24], the diffe¡ence bctween

the two currents near the antenna feed can not be ignored. Lewin [62] calcu-

lated an approximate susceptance caused by the fringe ûeld a¡ound the edges

of thin feed gap between two solid cylinders and predicted that such suscep-

tance would be doubleci had the cylinders been hollow due to the contribu-

tion of the fringe teld f¡om the inside of the cylinders. Inagaki and Sekigu-

chi [63] calculated the total current over an infinitely long tubular antenna

and specifically the external current. They concluded that calculations of the

gap capacitance due to the external current is one half that due 1o tlìe loial
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current when the gap width is very small.

This could be illustrated by expressing the current dist¡ibution on a

inñnitely long solid antenna ( or the outer current of the tubulâ¡ antenna) in

terms of the electric field function in the feed gap. Setting Ef(z) to zeio in

the integral equation for solid antenna (335), and substituting for K (z ) fr.om

(336), one has

(3.e0)

where E, (z ) is the electric ûeld function within the feed gap which is in the

form, E, (z) = -V /2e if the field is considered consta¡rt within the gap. In
such case, the current dist¡ibution along an infinite solid antenna due to a

constant gap ñeld I"!'"t (z) is

r #n (z) = jt av of '^ ü*{:t I !,r,i,.¡"-) t"' dz

t"J^'(z) = -¡kavYs!* {jff,,uot

/i (z ) = -¡kavY s[ 
* !-fl_o),,u 

o,

rrl t ô

VKt (z\ = :-:-
zkY o

where the kernel fo¡ the tubular antenna, Kt (z ) is given by

Kt(z\= l- "il'lEu -' 9'J o(Fo)H ó') (ßo )

(3.e1)

One should note that expression (3,91) is exactly the same as that given ear-

lier by Duncan [29] and Miller [43]. lVhen the gap width beeomes

infinitesimally small the current due to delta function generator Ij (z ) is

given by

(3.e2)

with the well known singularity at z = 0 [12]. The total current along a tubu-

lar antenna excited by a delta function generator l!ô(z) can be found in a

similar rvay starting from the integral equation [25],

(3.e3)

(3.e4)
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The current along an infrnitely long tubular antenna rvith a delta function

generator is then in the form

(3.e5)

and for a general tubular gap field E'r(z), the cur¡ent is

ttKn(,\--2kYor- eil'd|,rer¿ë" \z ) - , i__ prJ-r(õnpÌ'") I _rn;(,)e-rtz d.z ' (3.e6)

The two cur¡ent expressions for the solid and tubular antennas which a¡e fed

by a delta function generator in (3.92) and (3.95), respectively, are almosl

identical for small ø and large z, But this equality deteriorates as z - 0.

The common values for the input admittance of an infinitely long antenna

excited by a delta function generator Yi are those calculated and reported

by Duncan [29], who integrated approximately equation (3.92). Also, Miiler's

expressions for the admittarce are based on the solid expression (3.91). Hurd

[25] claims that he calculated the input admitta¡ce of a tubular a¡tenna

using an expression very similar to (358). Since the second terms for the

soiid and tubular antennas admittance expressions a¡e alnnost equal at small

ø, this leaves us with the infinite admittance term. Hurd [25] used y j for

the solid (or outer surface ) current of Duncan [29]. Therefore, we belie.re

that he calculated the input admittance for a solid antenna. The misuse of

Ti instead of Í!E was repeated upon studying the thick antenna [26j.

Jacobsen and Hu¡d [55] introduced a realistic gap field at the gap edge of a

tubula¡ antenna in the form

tr6t=\=zkvYo r- eil"dE
' co \''' ¡ r -- B2t oçga¡n [2) 1ga¡

uir=ffi (3.e7)

Using such field in the soìid antenna current expression (3.90), they produced

admittance values in very god agreement with those of Miller for the solid

antenna [43]. In practice, the input admittance is measu¡ed using a coaxial

cable connected to a solid o¡ tubular monopole over a ground plane resulting

in detecting the inte¡action of the outer surface and hence the cu¡rent with
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the surroundings.

3.6 Numerical results and discussion

Aperture gap f ield alonp ínf inite solid antennq

The aperture elect¡ic field in the feed gap of an infinitely long solid cylindri-
cal antenna is expressed by (3,10), where the coefficients Dn (n = 7,2,...) are

found by solving the truncated matrix equation (3.15). The calculation of the

matrix elements ør?r, as well as the vector eleme¡tts å,n, involves the evalua-

tion of the inûnite integral F (m,n) in (3.18) which has a branch pcinr ar

6 = ft. Therefore, the path of integration is deformed as done by Hurd and

Jacobsen [55] and shown in Fig. 3.4. The integration path is di'¡ided into four
parts, ( is real f¡om ( =0 to l=k/2, then complex as ( =k(l + 0.5¿i0)

along a semici¡cle in the upper complex ( plane. { is real again from t = l.St
to a higher value M rvhere asymptotic expansions for large argument Bessel

functions are used. The integration over the previousiy mentioned three

parts has been done numerically using Gaussian method with maximum error
< 2 Vo. The ûhal integration f¡om M to æ is performed analytically. The

aperture electric field has been calculated for different values of. ka and g /a
using different number of terms of the series in (3.10). The series is slorvly

convergent and hence a large number of terms are to be considered. On the

other hand, the values of the coefficients rapidly converge such that the

change in thei¡ values is less than SVo when the se¡ies is truncated at ¡{F = 5

in comparison with those values when N r = 20, In this work, we use only

twenty terms of the series in addition to the zero o¡der te¡m -V o/2g because

the resulting field profile has a noticeable sharp rise at the gap edge satisfy-

ing the edge condition [46]. Also, 20 terms are enough for input admittance

calculations with an error = tVo. ln Fig.35, the normalized aperture field

profile is shown for two values of &a (= 0.01 and 0.1) at various gap

thicknesses e /a ( = 0.05, 1.0, and 10 ) using twenty terms of rhe series. The

field is normalized to its zero order term -V s/2g which is also the ûeld value

had it been assumed constant within the gap [A],[29],[a3]. For a very rhin
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antenna, say ¿ø =0.01, the aperture gap field is almost real a¡d the wider the

gap is the sharper the field will rise at the gap edge z = g as shown in Fig.

35-a. As the antenna radius increases above ka = 0.7, the imaginary part of
the field can no longer be ignored especially for very rvide gaps (g/ø = i0) as

illustrated in Fig. 35-b.

Admìttanac of an ìnf ìntte solî¡I nntpnna

The input admittance of an iniìnitely long solid antenna has l¡een calculated

using (3.20), which contains the infinite singular integral Z (g ,n ) (3.21) which

is calculated in a way shown in Fig. 3.4, with an error = 1/o. Figure 3.6

shorvs the input admittance values calculated using (3.20) and compared '*-ith

results obtained by using the quasi-static electric lield in the conservation of
the complex power technique [49]. Good agreement is observed between the

results especially for small values of fta < 0.08. Deviation becomes noticeable

as tø increases, where the application of the quasi-static fieìd fo¡ the admit-

tance calculation becomes less valid. Admittance from the present series

expression can be compared with Altshuler's experiment [48], where the

input admittance of a traveling-wave ântenna is measured. It was predicted

that the apparent input impedance of the infinitely long antenna under study

was 320 -j110 O [48],[29]. The antenna was driven f¡om a coaxial cable,

b /a = 8.1, where å is the oute¡ ¡adius of the coaxial cable. In fhe present

work we conside¡ that the gap width equal to the difference b -a, i.e.

g/ø=355. The impedance from the Fourier series expression (3.10) is 34i -

j ß2 A which is in good agreement with that of Altshuler's apparent

impedance. This indicates that wide feed gap analysis of 2g width produces

admittance values in good agreement with half the apparent admittance of a

monopole over a ground plane excited by a coaxial cable of b - a = 2g.

Values for the admittance of diffe¡ent radii at different g fa ratios (0.05, 1

and 10) a¡e illustrated in Table 3.1, where values corresponding to oonstant

gap freld are shown inside b¡ackets. A number of observations a¡e deduced

f¡om the table; among diffe¡ent assumptions of the field in the thin gap

g /a = 0.05 (except for the delta function generator), the input admittance is

almost independent of the shape of the ñeld in the gap.'Ihis is supported by
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FIG. 3.ó Normalized admittance of an iaûnitely long antenna with radius a

and gap width 2g. Solid and dashed li¡es are due to quasi-static

field approximation [+5], whéreas triangles a¡d circles are due to

the Fou¡ier-Bessel field in (3.10).
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the fact that the admittances for a constant field witirin the gap are in excel-

lent agreement with those due to our se¡ies solution (3.20), Miller's data [43]

and those based on Hurd and Jacobsen's narror,v gap electric field expression

[55]. A study of Fig.3.6 and Table 3.1 suggests that the almost constant con-

ductance for antennas with narrow feed gaps tends to decrease with increase

in g /a , especially at higher values of &¿. Similar decrease in the capacitive

susceptance due to increase in g/a takes place but with a much higher rate

1641.

Cutent /admittance 4lptz{ s:f:!ni]e solid antennø

So far, we considered thin as well as thick antenna in the analysis and

preselted data for the ñeld in the gap. Next, we proceed to use the Fourier

Bessel series representation of the excitation gap ñeld (3.10) inside wide gaps

on finite length, small radius antennas. Although the Wiener-Hopf formula-

tion produces an expression for the current distribution in the form of an

asymptotic series in (359) and (3.61), the series is found to be reasonably

convergent after the fifst lerm as will be shown late¡ in the discussion., Fig-

ure 3.7 shows the cuÍrent distribution along Altshuler's unloaded dipole

antenna [48] of length 5/4)r, radius ø = 0.00318m and )r, = 0.5m such that

ka = 0.04. The results have been calculated using wide gap formulation
(354),(35ó) with ( s la = 355 ). For such a wide gap, it is found that the cal-

culated current dist¡il¡ution is very cìose to that obtained using (3.88),(3.89)

of the infinitesimal gap formulation ( delta function generator ), especialiy

far from the sources. This is in agreement with previous knowledge that the

current distribution is practicaily inriependent of precise profiie of tire freld

in the gap except in the immediate vicinity of the gap [75]. Also, Fig. 3.7

shows the agreement between the actual gap formulation results and those

based on the moment method using the numerical electromagnetics code

NEC [61]. Deviation exists almost at excitation locations because NEC

assumes the electric field to be constant along the rvide¡ excitation segment.

Variation of the input admittance rvith antenna length of Altshuler's

unloaded antenna [48], which is center-fed across a wide gap, is shown in

Fig. 3.8 together with Altshuler's experimental data, where excellent
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ìVide gap modeì
infiitesimal gap model
N umerical:NEC [61]

Fig. 3.7 Current disLribution lor a 5/4^ center-fed dipole ante¡rna
a=O.318 cm, À=0.5 m, e=0,0113 m, 

^= 
155.7, and 5=0.5315.
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3.8 Input conductance and susceptance for a cenler-fed dipole with
a, À, g, 

^ 
ônd S as given jn Fig. 3.7.
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agreement is naticed between the two sets of results. Also, results based on

the infinitesimal gap excitation are included in Fig. 3.8 rvhere a noticeabie

deviation exists between the susceptances of infinitesimal and wide gap for-
mulations. Such a shift from the experimental apparent values is by an

amount approximately equal to the shift in the susceptance of an infìnite
antenna when calculated using the wide and infinitesimal gap excitations.

This shift ís the capacitive end co¡¡ection between the apparent (wide gap)

and intrinsic (infinitesimal gap ) admittances which is discussed in the litera-
ture [1]. The capacitive end cor¡ection yc is the diffe¡ence between wirje gap

formulation admittance of (3.20) for an infinite antenna with the same radius

a and actual gap width 2e ( = 2.6st + j0.802 millimhos f.ot ka = 0.04 and

I /d = 355), and the infinite admittance when the gap width goes to zero ( =
2.72+ j155 millimhoslorka = 0.04[29] ),orY"= -j0.T4Bmiitimhos.This
value is in good agreemenr rvith the y 

" of. -j 0.8734 miltimhos reported by

Duncan [29], Admittance of intnite antennas with wide gaps cân be obtained

numerically using (3.20) whereas those with zero gap width can be found

approximately using Duncan's data (2) or from (3.87). Fig. 3.9 shows the

input impedance for the same antenna where deviation betlveen the

inñnitesimal and wide gap fo¡mulations' results exists for the resistance as

well as the reactance. The deviation looks as if the infinitesimal curves are

shifted towards the lower Èå values.

Conver(ence of the asymplotíc series

In obtaining the results in Figs. 3.7-3.9; only the fitst term of the asymptotic

series has been used. Now, a study is made on the convergence of the series.

The case when the antenna is fed by a delta function generator is used as an

example, The input admittance for a long cylindrical linear anlenna is caìcu-

lated for N = 1, 2,3 and 4 employing equations (3.8S),(3.89) and using

expressions (3.73)-(3,76) f.or I"(h). Tables for the input admitance and

impedance are listed in Appendix B and elsewhere [56]. Table B-1 illust¡ates

the input admittance in millimhos and impedance in ohms for diffe¡ent
antenna lengths (Ë/z = 15-5) fo¡ two diffe¡ent rzdií, ka = 0.01 and 0.04. The

Table also gives values of the expansion paramete¡ O = 2logZh /a. 'fhe
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o o lnfinitesimal gap model

^ ^ ExperimenLal:Altshuler [.lB]
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Fig. 3.9 Inpul resistance and reactance for a center-fed diDole \vith
a, À, g,.Â and S as given in Fig, 3.7.
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admittances and impedances of the present model for t/ = 4 and wu [13] are
compared in Table B-2 f.or kh varying from 5 to 30 at the above two ¡arlii.
Examination of rable B-1 shows that the present asymptotic series soiutien
tends to converge after the first term and this becomes more evident as the
antenna length increases. F¡om Table B-2, satisfactory agreement is observed
between the asymptotic solution fo¡ lv = 4 and wu's aclmittances and
irnpedances for long antennas. Figure 3.I0 illust¡ates the input conductance
Gô and susceptance BE as calculated folrowing different techniques after
King-Middleton [33], wu [13] and the presenr wiener-Hopf analysis of solid
antenna for (N=4) with È¿ = 0.04, while Fig.3.l1 shows rhe same comparison
for the resistance Rô and reactance Xô.

Admill4\ce of d tubular inf ¡nite ontenna

^r able 3.2 illustrates the input admirtance of an infinitely long tubular
antenna calculated using constant ñeid and Hurd and Jacobsen tubular field
Zh¡Q) ( in (3.97) ) [55j with the tubular admittance expression (3.96). Values
which ¡esult from employin g Eit¡Q) with the solid antenna expression (3.90)

[55] are included in Table 3.2 for comparison, The results are obiained for a

very thin antenna wíth g /a = tþ0. From the table, one can observe that
the constant field still produces accurate results for very thin gaps feeding
thin tubular infinite antennas. ka < 0.I and g /a << L

3.7 Concluding rcmerks

In this chapter, the gap problem was addressed for a dipole cyrindricar
antenna, The elect¡ic field inside a non-zero feed gap has been found in the
fo¡m of a Fourier Besser se¡ies as a result of solving the p'obrem by the
boundary value method in cylindrical coordinates. The input admittance of
an infinitely long antenna has been found using the de¡ived field function
and ¡esults show good agreement with analytical as well as experimenial
data. A wiener-Hopf analysis is performed to frnd the antenna current along
an antenna with wide feed gap after having derived the Fourier Bessel field
function within the gap. The analysis introduces a means to extend the



Fig. 3.10 lnput conductånce and susceptance obtained by second order corrected
King-Middelton. \{u and llurd (N=4) methods with ka=0.0.1 of an
antenno excited across o gap with an inlinitesimal \ridl.h.
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TÀBLE 3.2 I nput
using
solid

ka

0.001
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.010
0.020
0.040
0"060
0.080
0.100
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1 .000
'I 

" 200
1 " 400
1 .500
'I .800
2.000

admittance of an inf ini.bety Ïong _tubuLar cylinder in millimhosthe constant rield and rier.d in-(3"gr) wítñ-[uËri.i"tä.ösi""å"¿(3.90) expressions for g/a=O"05 - ' -

constanE f ield

1 .27231
1.41156
1 . s9876
1 .72694
1.83044
1 .91922
2 .25514
2.72015
3. 081 94
3.39499
3.67880

+j
+j
+j
+j
+j
+j
+j
+j
+j
+j

0.38417
0 " 48688
0.66952
o.82337
0.96257
1 .09245
1.66729
2.6s369
3.54344
4.37979
5. 1801 2
8.86898

15.483s8
21 .61388
27 .507 17
33 . 31 071
39. 1 s802
45.22617
51 " 72350
59.17120
68.'12046

4"88331
6 .901 s5
8.7 4663

10 .5167 6
12.23089
13.95s23
15 . 64697
11 .32562
18 -99457
20.6s69s

tubular f ield
wirh (3.96)

1 .27231
1.41756
1"59764
1.72694
1.83044
1 "91922
2 .25514
2 "72015
3.08194
3.39499
3.67880
4 .88328
6. 901 38
I "7 4621

10.s1590
't2.22931
13 "952691s.64314
't7 

"3187 6
1B " 98703
20.64930

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ j 0.38719
+ j 0.49294
+ j 0.68165
+ J 0.84157
+ j 0.98680
+ j 1.12272
+ j 1.72792
+ j 2.77486
+ j 3"72519
+ j 4.62215
+ j 5.48306
+ j 9.47483
+ j16.69520
+ j23.43094
+ j29.92924
+ j36.33746
+ j42"78909
+ j49.46O92
+ j56.56122
+ j64.6172A
+ j74"76137

tubular f ield
wirh (3.90) [ss]

1 .92050
2.25670
2.72200
3.08410
3.39730
3.681 30
4.88820
6.90890
8.75230

'| 0.52300
12 "25400

+ j 0.971a9
+ j 1.4252O
+ j 2.1692O
+ j 2.81630
+ j 3.40990
+ j 3.9674O
+ j 6.438s0
+ j10.58700
+ Jl4.18100
+ j17.423O0
+ j20"40200

I-l\o
I
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âccuracy of the current near the excitation location as well as antenna ends,

such that the current at the antenna ends is fa¡ below that for the case when

the correction term is not used as in [27]. The current distribution is in the

fo¡¡r of an asymptotic se¡ies which is found to be reasonably convergent

after the first term. The results show that although the current is almost

independent of the shape of the field rvithin the gap, the input susceptance is

greatly influenced by the gap size rather than by the gap field shape. Also the

results show excellent ag¡eement between the experimental data and those

obtained using the wide feed gap formulation. The admittance correction

term Yc is the difference between the admittance of an infiniteiy long

antenna with a wide feed gap, a¡rd that results when the feed gap has an

infinitesimal width. It is suggested that for comparison with monopoles

excited by a coaxial cable, the gap width 2g is set equal to the difference

between the outer (å) and inner (a) radii of the coaxial cable feeding the

monopole over a ground plane.
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CHAPTER IV

ANAI.YSIS O[" M{JLTIPLY FED/LOADEÐ DTPOLÐ ANTENN,{
WITH I\ON"ZERO INTERNAL IMFEDANCE

4.1 lnlroduction

In this chapter, the Wiener-Hopf technique is used for solving the

integral equation corresponding to the long thin imperfectiy conducting solid

dipole antenna with imposed electric fields along its length. Such imposed

fields can be caused by voltage feeds, active loading, and/or passive loading.

The analysis presented here will basically follow that outlined in Chapter III
for the center-fed perfectly conducting unloaded antenna with finite length

and non-zero feed gap width,

Such a kind of approach is based on Hurd's tViener-Hopf type analysis

[25],[66] and is denoted by the Axial Field Discontinuity method or AFD.

The method considers the different conditions of excitations and loadings as

imposing ce¡tain electric field functions along parts of the antenna surface

taking into account the finite surface impedance, In other words, it treats the

electric ñelds in the feed and load regions as those in soft and rigid aper-

tures, respectively. General formulation for the asymmetrically fed and/or

loaded dipole is handled in a direct manner rather thar using the traditional

superposition principle 1271,Í171.

The cu¡¡ent distribution and input admittance values are computed

using the Fou¡ier Bessel field expression (3.10) in the non-zero width feed

gaps for perfectly conducting dipole antennas while constant field in the gap

is conside¡ed for imperfectly conducting antennas. The results are compared

with those values obtained from using the delta function generator. Also

comparison will be made with available theoretical and experimental data.
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4.2 Formulafion of Éhe AFD mefhod

4.2.1 Derivatíon of the íntesral equation

Consider a cylindrical solid thin long dipole antenna with constant finite
internal impedance per unit axial length zr. Assume that M electric field
functions are imposed along the antenna as shown in Fig. 4.1 such that the

electric field on the antenna surface (-h = z < å), is given by

E'(r) = e ¡ (z)H (z - t ¡)H (d ¡ -z) + z ¡ I ¡ (z ) (4.1)

where a, (z) is the function representing the local ith electric ñeld imposed

along the antenna from z = l¡ to z = d¡. I¡(z) is the current along an imper-

fectly conducting solid dipole antenna with finite length and ä (.r ) is the

Heaviside function. The electric field in (4.1) will replace the first boundary
condition of (330), i.e.

MEi@t)=\ e¡(z)H(z-t¡\I(d¡-z)+z¡r¡(z) -h < z = h (42)
i =1

Employing the above boundary condition with (331)-(333), and using a simi-

lar procedure to that in Chapter III, one finally has,

! -.t, :<, ) + z¡ I, (z)lK (z -z )dz' = - å l,,o' ", 1, )K (, -, )dz' + # W)

The integral equation (43) relates the current along the surface of an imper-
fectly conducting solid dipole antenna to the imposed electric fieid functions
along the antenna length and extension. By taking the Fourier transform of

Ms
i=1

(43), one has

lx
| "-(¡) + e+(() + z¡i¡(l) + |I i =r

!,,0'",1r)e-ilz'dz' KG)=H (4.4)

defined ea¡lier in

main steps of the

rvhere the Fourier t¡ansforms ¿_(E), ¿+(i),
Chapter III. tr(() is similar to í(() of (3,40).

Wiener-Hopf technique leads to

and fr (() are

Applying the
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z = lt

z=-h

Fig. 4.1 Dipole antenna with impressed electric fieìds inside

active (voltage driven) and passive (loacled) gaps.
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e -(Ðk -(E)eiht * h l" ,f.(t) + z¡i¡(t) +

+ lr¡,,0' ",{,,)e-iz.r 
¿,.1,'" 

: _çr¡ 
o, 

= o (4.s)

e*(l)e-lnE I " r-fu- * ñ1",1f _Q) + z,í,(t) +

+ fr¡,,*'",{")e-iz'tdz lffi =, (4.6)

In general case of âsymmetry; e +(-l) * e _({), resulting in having the rwo

auxiliary equations (45) and (4.6) unidentical unlike the symmetric case in
(351)-(3.52). In order to solve the above two equations simultaneously, a new

function y (() is defined as,

e -(t\e-iþr{r)=fr- øl)

Substituting for / (() of (353) and y(-() of (4.7) into (45) and (4.6), one has

zt¡iÍ GE) * 9rl,l'",ø1.¡",ftffi a,.

_ur yGL)!!Ù-:!!4t-_ |'rc* G_g),r3(,) '"rJc,
t, (-t)k (t )e-ih' dt

(r -E)¿ _(r )
= 0 (4.8)

z¡¡iylc) + $, ¡,,n'r,1r1.f",ftffi ar'

+l f U)k?)tzit"ü -- , i¡(t'lk(t\e-ihtdt
- Jr.- ( + 

", Jc.-fiç6; =o (4.e)

The last term on the left hand sides of (a.B) and (4.9) represenrs the effect of
the ûnite conductivity z¡ on rhe formulation. r¡ (l ) and t¡ (-r ) in (4.g) and

(4.9) may be expressed in terms of the Fourier transfo¡ms of the field func-
tion through the use of (4.4), i.e.

.,,., - *ttt'd* 
+v (l)eith k(r)¿ -(E)*å Í,,0' o çg¡"' (z )e-iË''dz'

,' ({) = {+.ro)
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¡ 1-g¡e i tt rc -(r)*/fl# * f I,,o' o g)e, (z )e i E,' d z

ü-"0"'
Using a Taylor series expansion for y (-t ) abo¡lt r = -& , we obtain

y(-t) = 51 
Y,'(-&X' +e)tr

¿ =o n! (4 '12)

where yo (-,t ) are the n th derivatives of y (-r ) at t = -k ,

Now, we apply Taylor expansions (4.12) for y(-r), (356) for / (r) and

the asymptotic series expansions (357) and (358) for [(t - l)tc?(r)]-l and

[(t - ()¿-(t)]-1, respectively in (a.B) and (4.9). Then, substitute for i(() and

i (-() from (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.9) and (4.8), respectively. Finally, the p th
derivative is taken to (4.8) and (4.9) wiih respect to ( (1, = 0, 1, ..., N -l) and

set ( to -,t such that (4.8) and (4.9) become,

(-1yf p&) = :å 
B,p(-k)þ,1,i',,ø)un(h-z)dz'-

) f [,,o' r,1, 1(,] n(h +z )dz'

É "f "_,'fe)á,_q(-¿) * 
tr'1y,(-L)¡¿,,0(-¿) 

,*.r,,,Íio @-n)l "1n nl \ "'

(4.11)

N-l n-s s
¡¡ =0 ¡t =0

L/ :1
ypçk) =-I B,,p(-e

¡=0

¡/ -1- 2 u,(zh)
¿=0

with

L,*(-k) =',r;ïlo' t, ffin,
kaY s

M n,p?k) = ".*lr' I 
" 
tl##to,

KdI ¡

(4.1s)

(4.16)



where A,n , (-/< ) and Bn,p(k) a¡e the p th derivatives of ,4,n (() and B. (t)

with respect to ( when I = -k, respectively. Similar notations are used for

both sets of L,,p(-k) and Mo,p?k). Now, Í "(k) and

y, (-fr ) (n = 0,1, ..., il -l) are 2lV unknowns which could be determined by

solving the set of 2N linear equations in (4.13) and (a.la) provided that the

functions e¡(z) (ì = 1,2, .-, M) are all known.

By introducing the following recurrence relations for Unr(å) and

u,(h),
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u,r(h)=ffilr.M*ü',
nn(t) - fi;

u,(h) = u,,oØ) = # I r -4?94L o,
o ".4k(t)_â

Lt,.+te) -'au *(z) + ku,r(z)

uo+t(z) = u n,oQ) = t!!P - ku,(z)

tx(:) = n + frn(r + i)[ m( rt¿r6Irr + ¡') ) + ¡ ]

the determination of U o(h) = U o,o&) is sufficient for finding higher order

terms of U"(å) and U,,^(h) (r,^ = 1, 2,..), For a thin antenna, complex con-

tou! integration is performed on t/s(z ) in a manner similar to that described

by Shen et al [68]. Finally, the function Ue(z) is simplified to the form

uo*)= ft,-u^ î,--,"-u^nl¿^ - nå6lrt @.zt)

where

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.22)

One should note that the function In (å ) which we found earlie¡ in (3.60) for

a perfectly conducting antenna can be obtained by setting z¡ equal to zero in

(a.19). The zero orde¡ expressions of. L,*(-k) and M,r(-&) are identical
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and have been integrated approximately in Appendix C v/ith the final result,

(424)

¿o,o(-e) =Mopek)=

Where rf (z¡ ) is an e¡¡or function which accounts fo¡ less than 6Vo er¡or. The

derivation and expression of this function is in Appendix C.

42.2 General expressíon îpfLl¿c g¿rrent distribøíon

'fhe current distribution along the dipole antenna, which possesses certain

imposed elect¡ic freld function along its length and constant surface

impedance z¡, câî be found by expressing the integrand on the left-hand side

of (a3) in terms of its Fou¡ier t¡ansform and substituting for i¡ (() from

(4.10), i.e.

Itþ) = Iiþ) + jIí (z)

yo-^(k)C^U 
^

,oz* i2nkYút 
,t¡z' ln(05j Ikø ) ' ] 

* +t,,r to.rrrå['

( n-t o

= tørel I I( ¡=0 ø=0

+tj'u"1r,-") jr#)
The shape cf the imposed electric field function along the antenna su¡face

and the surface impedance z¡ will determine the paíameters yo (-& ) and

î p&) (p = 0, 1, ..., lr -1) by solving the rwo auxiliary sets of linear equations

(4.13) and (4.14), Then, the current distribution and the input admittance

are found Lrom (4.24).

,t.3 Input ¡dmitf¡nce of an inf'rnifely long inperfectly conducting

cylindrical sntennå

Like the perfectly conducting dipole antenna, the input admittance of

the finite antenna is dependent on that of an infinitely long antenna of the

same radius and surface impedance per unit length z¡. Generaìly, I¡-(z), or

the current distribution along an infinitely long imperfectly co:rducting solid
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cylinder center-fed across a gÊp of width 29 is governed by the integral

equation,

,,[]J,*Q')K(z - z)ctz'= -j rrQ)K(,-r)ar'+ b3) ø2s)
-t kaY s

This integral equation is derived from (43) through extending the anrenna

length to infinity, where E¿(z) would vanish and by considering a¡ axial

electric field function Er(z) at p = a to exist inside the non-zero width feed

gap. Taking the Fourier transform and arranging,. the current transform

r¡- (() can be expressed in te¡ms of the ft({) and Er(z). Then, taking the

inverse transform gives,

E r(z )eitG -,')dz'd E {p26)

For thin antennas, the constant electric field within the gap is a good approx-

imation provided. that the gap is thin or moderately thick as we found out

fo¡ the perfectly conducting antenna in Chapter III. For a constant field, i.e.

Ea = -V /25, the input admittance of an infinitely long imperfectly conduct-

ing antenna is given by

r,*(z)=*lr'=_--:
" 

- toyo*G)

Yfons,_*r;-ffirË

I
I ,,=_u

(4.27)

For a delta function generator, i.e, Er(z) = -y6(z), the input admittance of

an infinitely long imperfectly conducting antenna fed by a Celta function

generalor is given by

v-û = 1r' dE 

-

'I.o rr Jl=o _ , iF,,-ñ@6
= -kaY oU o(0)

= rj + kaY ¡us(0) (4,28)
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Where Í3 = -kaYolo(O) as deñn€d in (3.81)-(3.82). The function as(0) is

givcn by

uo(.)=hr",=%.,
'' *ar ¡1t)

The above integration is performed approximately using the same procedure

done for L o,o?k) as desc¡ibed in Appendix C with final expression in the

form,

uo(o) = ãñú.*rl, ;, ¡lL ln(o5jlfra)' I

Cr_ 4_-:¡a(0) _ À("r)l

with

(

a(x) = ;;;ft-ttl + (,t/ctd.r))z1[-2lne + 2ln(ca(x) +,r)]

*ffift-1oZ*r1'¡¡,¡)

and a1, c2 and ca(.r) are given in Appendix C.

4.'t Mulfiply-fed antenn¡

(42e)

(430)

(431)

4.4.1 P erLgllLt conductjttg, zr = I
Feeds with ñnite g4p size

Let us consider M voltage feeds applied along the perfectly conducting

antenna. The ith feed is cente¡ed at å, and has a gap width 2g¡. The elect¡ic

field function in the ith gap is taken simila¡ to the Fourier Bessel function
(3.10), i.e.

( -v, € - nn(z -b,\\e¡(z)= 
[r*t- 

-,IrD"r9.4cos 
J. 

b¡ - E¡ = z = b¡ * s, 9.32)
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using N = 1, where reasonable accuracy is achieved [56],[6ó], the two sets of
auxiliary equations (4.13) and (4.14) reduce to

y o(-e ) +/ s(k y ç(2hþ s,6( -r )- -B o,o(- o I i, l rl, lri' u, p¡ (, )r o(h + z )d z 
. (4 33)

y s(- k \r s(2hþ0,0(-É ) +/ o(e ) = -B o,o(- r I ä, ! l, lrt,' u p a¡ Q )r o(h - z )d z' (4 34)

'fhe current expression (424) becomes

(
I (z ¡ = jkaY sl-jc oþo(-e X o(h +z) + | s(k )I ç(h - z )l

- f,t,i;l;'u,,,(')K 
(,-z')dz') ø.o

The input admittance at the qth gap is given by

, = #{-icoþo(-¿x0 
(h +bq+sq) + f a&)I o@-øo-s))

- þ¡ rt')rt,''rrt('')K (bo+eq-z)d''l (436)

Eçed! wilh zqq qaÞ size (dstq:ttuaElia4 eças¡a!q$)
The electric field for a source I/, with an infinitesimal gap width and located

at å¡ is

e¡(z) = -v¡ ô(z -å¡) (437)

In this case the right hand sides of equations (433) and (434) will be
MM

replaced by Bs,¿(-Ê) >V¡o(h*å,), and Bo,o(-e) \V¡oqn-å¡), respec-
i=l

tively. Similar modifications are applied to the current and admittance

expressions after setting g, equal to zero.
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4,4,2 Imperf ectlv conductína - z, * O

Feeds !¿ith finite g4p size

considering the g < ø, the electric freld function rvithin the feed gaps is
considered to be constant, i.e.

-vÍt¡(r)=ã b¡-8¡=z=b¡*B¡ (43S)

Using l{ = 1, the auxiliary equations (4.13) and (4.14) become

y s(-k)ft-M s,o(-e )l + 
"f o&)U oph)Ao,o(-e ) =

= Bo,o(-È) Ì,*¡,i:l:'uo(h+z)dz. (43e)

ys(-k)Us(a'þo,o(-&) +"f o(fr) [1-¿0,0(-/ú)] =

=Bo,o(-¿) f,,ft¡i!,luç(h-z)dz' (4.40)

and the current expression (424) becomes

(
I ¡ (z) = kay ol c obt oeÐu oft +z) + f s(k)u s(h -z)l

(

- ä*¡,i1,''uo{'-')a,'} ø.4r)

The input admittance at the qth gap is given by

kaY"(,,, = n;lcoþ0(-e)uo(h +b, +sr) + f o&)u oØ -uo*s)l

ÈrãJu,-r, 
us(bt+st-z)dz'J @.42)

The case when the feeds are delta-function generators as in (4.37) can be
handled in a well known manner as in sub section 4.4.1 and [67j.
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4,5 Multiply.loaded antenne

4.5.1 Perf ectly condugljLg, z, = 0

Feeds with finite gqp size

In this case the only gap size of interest is that of the wide center feed. The

lumped loads can be assumed to be of vanishing sizes i.e., their locations

represented by delta-functions, This representation will have no effect on the

input admittance and very negligible effect on the cu¡¡ent distribution. The

electric fleld function along a center-fed antenna with P discrete loads cen-

tered at c; is

E, (,) = (+ . 2ro,Fl"orlg).W þ +sþ (s -z)l

P
+ loz¡t¡(c¡)s(z -c¡)

i=1
(4.43)

where /¡(c¡),0 =1,2, -.,P) are P additional unknowns to the 2N unk-

nowns of yp(-k) and /o(e) þ = 0, 1, ..., rV -l) existing in (a.13) and (4.14)

which will constitute only 2ff equations in 2Iú + P unknowns. One may

solve such a problem by introducing P extra equations which result from

substituting z =c¡ (i = 1,2,..., P) in the expression for the current distri-

bution (4.24). The delta function generator case may be handled similarly as

in the multiply fed case.

An imposed electric ûeld along the antenna simila¡ to (3,a3) is used fo¡ the

imperfectly conducting case for wide or infinitesimal feed gap.

4.6 Traveling-wave strtenna

When a perfectly conducting dipole antenna is loaded with a symmetric

pair of lumped impedances positioned at locations t, from tiie center, the

current may change from the standing-wave sinusoidal shape on conventional

type antennas to aR outwafd traveling wave. Such an antenna is called

traveling-rvave anlenna. Altshuler [48] found experimentally that a 240 dl,
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pair of resistors at I/4 distance f¡om the antenna open ends can transfer the

current from a conventional standing-wave to a traveling-wave shape.

Consider a perfectly conducting antenna which is excited at the center

with a delta function generator of voltage 7, and loaded with a symmetric

pair of impedances Z positioned at locations t I . Assuming that the loads

have vanishingly small dimensions, the electric field on the antenna surface is

given approximately by

E,(r) = -vô(z) + ilE1)lõ(z-l) + ô(z +J) l (4.44)

where I(I ) is the current at the locations i t . Using the âbove imposed field

in (4.13),(4,14) and (4.24), the current dist¡ibution along an antenna loaded

with one symmetric pair of loads can be expressed in the form

/ô12 ¡ = I'+ iI"
(

= ikaY slvK (z\ - zr (t)[x (z -t) + K (z +t)l

-i "i't"(o +z)+,,(h-rll årffiin.*,
UsingN = 1, and the relation K (z) = jI 6(lz l),(4.45) reduces to

(
I (z)= -kaYslvls(tzt) -u(I)Í1¡(tz-tt) + /6(lz+l l)l

t

(4.16)

In order to find the condition for having a traveling-rvave current dist¡ibu-

tion along the antenna, we follow the procedure reported by Nyquist and

Chen [18]. Due to symmetry, the current distribution will be conside¡ed valid

for 0 < z < l¡ instead of -l¡ = z < h. Thus the current IwtQ)- valid in
the range 0 < z < I is deduced in the form

-[s(å +z )+/s( h -r)] ÍrC )"r]

-o"rr[ 
{r* u,', - zr (t)M {z +t)e-itct/& r(z) =
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- Í o&)c oþr {n +òe-imJ e-*'

-þ, 1, ¡* rç-, + t )e - itt + f o& )c oþr ín -, l" - i r 
^J " 

i x,]

with

Mtþ)={fi,"v-ffii
+ iH (u - z)ttka"t*P,) (4.48)

The current expression in (4,48) can be viewed as a superposition of an out-
ward t¡aveling-wave excited by the source at z = 0 and characterized by

e-ikz ,as well as an inwa¡d wave reflected by the load discontinuity at z =l
and characterized by eitu . l¡ order to obtain a traveling-wave cu¡¡ent distri-
bution, the inward wave should vanish, which takes place when the following
co¡rdition is satisfied

zrEQW í-z + t)e-ikt + I o&)Corr íh - z)e-ftn = 6

An optimization routine can be employed to determine the values of the real

and imaginary parts of the load and location which cause the inward curíent
wave to vanish,

For the far field radiation pattern, the magnetic vector potential A, (z) is

given by the relation

A,(,) = #fjrU,#r'
which is related to the corresponding far field, E6(0)

expression

Eo(e) = _**!Po,
R is the magnitude of the vector directed from the

(4.47)

(4.4e)

(3s0)

through the following

(351)

source point s on the
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antenna axis (rather thãn the surface ) to the observation point P at a far

location, and r is the radial distance f¡om the antenna center to point P.

Hence, using the approximation

R = r -z cos0 (3.52)

Ieads to

it¿unl;::r0
¿o(o) = #¡lrrls¡ail""o,ods (3.s3)

Substituting for the cu¡rent 
^f 

(s) from (4.4ó) and arranging, we have,

E' o(0) = @^¡4{ v foåcos(&s coso!s(s )dsjÀ (

ry 
h^eiÈ'"oû¡I 

n1h+s)+ro(å -s )lds

I 'h- n ()tL,f_,cos(,ts cos0[s(s +l )ds

+J 
åcos(&scoso)re(s 

-l)as] ) nrn

where /e(s ), given by (3.82), could be approximated for ka < < 1 by

/o(,) = #[t - vrn2-(;+J - v).

Jn( &s + l@y+sz ¡]"-/" (45s)

where

ú =H(u-s'ì¿¿4414)
i r (4's6)

and F(ø) is defined in (3.78). Using (454) into (453) and performing term-

by-term integration, we finally obtain

Es(o) = ffi {" 
f" ø,1*cos0) + D (å,l-coso)i
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-f o(k)c ole-ithcosÛp q2¡,1-cos0) + 
"ikhco*p 

(2å,1+cose)l

-n (t¡þ-*t"ossl (h +t , l-coso)

+ ,)ltt cosøp 
1¡ *l , l tcoso)

+ ejÈtcosøD (h-l , l-coso)

+ e-jktcæoD(/, -t , l+coso)]) Øs7)

whe¡e

D (h,q) = *þ-*^ - t - !,rn2(e-ikcu -r)

W+{'a(''4)]
O@,q) = ¿-ikhe1n7 kh +\@i) - lns - kG (h,q)

and

G(h,ù= ïo'ffi*

(4.s8)

(4.se)

(4.60)

The last integral is calculated numerically, since its analytical value is a

slowly convergent series [27].

4.7 Radiation pattem improvemenl employing multiple

ercitafionJloading

Arbitrary high directivity in certain directions can be achieved by

proper adjustment of the current dist¡ibution on a cylindrical antenna as

shown by Bouwkâmp and Debruijn [69]. One of the techniques used ro con-

trol the current distribution for this purpose uses multiple excitations with
certain complex values at certain locations. An optimization routine is used

to dete¡mine the optimal complex values and locations of the voltage sources

fo¡ different antenna lengths and number of sources using the method of
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moments [23], Also, the current dist¡il¡ution can be controlled using lumped

impedance loading along the antenna. In using the optimization routine, the

¡eal values of the impedances are allowed to become negative to investigate

the feasibility of using active as well as passive elements to improve the radi-

ation pattern. Among the highly accurate pfograms baseci on the moment

method is the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) by Burke and Poggio

[61] which will also be used for gain calculation of the multiply-fed or loaded

dipole.

Optimization procedure

Our objective in optimizing the radiation pattern is to maximize the gain in

a specifrc direction and minimize it in all other directions. The optimization

(objective) function I to be minimized can be set as

(4.61)

where np is the number of di¡ections in which the antenna gain is specified.

D(00) is a positive function in the direction 0, which tends to zero if the

directive gain in the speciûed direction satisfies the requirements and has a

large value otherwise. This function can be expressed as [9],

r = +io1o,l
"D p=l

D(o) = [;+åì+m=i]'

r(0)=c.[c(0)-co(o)]

where

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

when the directive gain c(e) is required to be less than G6(0), and

r(0)=c*[co(0)-c(0)j

when G (0) is required to be larger than 6e(0). C¡(0) is the specified gain in

the 0 direction and ctoo is a constant which controls the steepness of the

solution and is taken as unity for all values of l (0).
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4.8 Discussion of numericel results

The effect of increasing the number of te¡ms ll in the asymptotic expan-

sion in (4.13)-(4.14) and (424) has been studied for diffe¡ent cases of loading

and excitations at different values of z¡. No appreciable change is found in

the current dist¡ibution and input admittance of long thin antennas as N

increases from 1 to 4 whe¡e the tolerance was less tha¡ ZVo in most of the

cases. This supports the ea¡lier finding in Chapter III that ¡easonable conver-

gence of the asymptotic expansion can be ¡eached with il = 1.

P er.f ectly conductine_ffi|exttL

Figure 4.2 shows the current distribution along a 2À perfectly conducting

dipole, asymmetrically fed with three sources across identical gaps. The

numerical results are obtained from (433435) for wide gaps ( g /a = 355 )
and ka = 0.04. It is found that the calculated cu¡rent dist¡ibution is still very

close to that obtained using the infinitesimal gap excitation ( delta function
generator ), especially far from the sources, similar to the center fed case

discussed in Chapter III. Also, Fig. 42 shows the agreement between the

actual gap formulation ¡esults and those based on the moment method using

NEC [61]. Deviation between wide gap model and NEC results exists almost

at excitation locations because NEC assumes the electric field to be constant

along the wide excitation segment, The case of one feed and one load a¡bi-

trarily located along a full wave perfectly conducting dipole antenna with
previous values of ka and g/ø is illustrated in Fig. 43. Again good agree-

ment is observed except close to the excitation location zt z =-h /2. The
results a¡e based on using (4,43) into (4.13),(4.14) and (4.24). The current dis-

t¡ibution along Altshuler's traveling wave a¡tenna [48] is computed using the

infinitesimal gap model and NEC and compared with Altshuler's experimen-

tal data in Fig,4.4. Such an antenna is perfectly conducting, center-fed and

muitiply loaded with a symmetric pair of 240-ohm resistors placed at À/4

f¡om the free ends. Very good agreement exists along the antenna except

near the feed gap causing a disagreement among the input admittances.

The variation of the input admittance with antenna length of Altshuler,s
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traveling-wave antenna, which is cente¡-fed across a wide gap, is shown in

Fig, 4.5. Wide gap formulation predicts the impedance of the traveling-wavs

antenna to be approximately 322,0- j ll0 X O which is very close to rhe

predicted intrinsic one by Altshuler [48],[29]. Figure 45 also includes results

based on the infinitesimal gap excitation ( of intrinsic admittance ) where the

susceptance appears shífted from the experimental apparent values by the

capacitive end correction Í" similar to the center-fed antenna in Chapter III.
Figure 4.6 shows the input admittance of an asymmetrically excited antenna
(at z = -h /2) lor different antenna lengths. Í" is -j 0.748 millimhos f or

Altshuler's traveling-rvave antenna of admittance shown in Fig. 45 and -j
0.651 millimhos for the antenna of admittance shown in Fig.4.6.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the effect of loading on both the input admittance

and impedance of an asymmetrically fed perfectiy conducting dipole versus

å /1, for È¿ = 0.08. The antenna is originally excited with one volt across a

gap around z = -h/2 with half gap width C (= a = 1.27 cm ); then a capaci-

live load of -l 100 O is added at the center. Finally, a second load of I00 O

is also added at z = h /2. Considering the loads to be vanishingly small, the

fields across them are expressed using delta functions, In this case using the

admittance co¡rection term corresponding to &¿ = 0.08 and g /a = I will
make the ¡esults based on the infinitesimal gap excitation (intrinsic) very

close to those obtained by using the wide gap excitation (apparent).

Imøerf ectly conductínp antenna

The admittance of an inñnitely long imperfectly conducting antenna excited

with a ce¡tain electric field E, (z ) within the feed gap is given in (4.26).

Shen's experimental admittance [52], is reported for a monopole antenna fed

by a coaxial cable of b /a = 2 and equivalent gap width 2S = b -a. Since the

gap size is equal to the antenna radius, the ñeld inside the gap may be ccn-

side¡ed to be constant ( equal to -V /2g ) and used to determine an expres-

sion fo¡ ffj'"t as shown in (4.27), where the integration is done numerically

in a manner simila¡ to that used in Chapter III in Fig. 3.4. If the exciration

is across an infinitesimal gap, the delta function generator is used to
represent the field within the gap ,i,e. e (z) = -y 61t ) and the expression for
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Y,ô. results in (a28). The integration is done analytically in a manner similar

to that done for ¿o,o(-e) and the flnal expression is given by (a28)-(a31).

Figure 4.8 shows the variation oî. Yflft and f¡E- versus the operating fre-

quency of a thin cylinder (a = 2g = 032 cm) for two internal impedance

values z¡;700 and 1400 O/m. Shen's experimental and analytical values [52]

are also included in Fig. 4.8 whefe constant field admittance shows excellent

agreement with Shen's analytic values. An increasing deviation with fre-

quency is observed between the susceptances of constant and delta function

admittances. Unlike perfectly conducting antennas, larger deviation is also

observed between the conductances of Z¡"$t' and f¡! . A terminal zone con-

ductance G" is needed together with the well-known terminal zone capaci-

tance C? [1] for calculating the intrinsic ( delta function generator ) admit-

ta¡ce from the apparent (coaxial feed) admittance. The va¡iation of the con-

stant field input admittance of an infinitely long antenna vs. frequency for

different z¡ values is shown in Fig. 4,9. At constant frequency, as z¡

increases, the conductance dec¡eases in a linear manner whereas the suscep-

tance rises in a satu¡ated ma¡ner.

Figure. 4.I0 shows the cur¡ent distribution along an imperfectly conduct-

ing center-fed full-wave antenna of a = 2s = 032 cD,

e ( = zln(2h/a)) = 9,gZ for two values of z¡ of. 413.t ard 2065.477 tl lm.
Values based on the wide gap model, infinitesimal gap model and NEC are

included in Fig.4.10, where very good agreement exists among corresponding

values of the three models along most of the antenna except at the excitation

location. Also similar agreeúent is noticed between the results based on the

Wiener-Hopf technique and those based on the current polynomial expan-

sion [53], Unlike perfectly conducting antennas, the deviation at the excita-

tion location in Fig. 4.10 occurs for the real as well as imaginary parts. The

current dist¡ibution fo¡ a full-wave asymmetrically fed dipole at -À/4 from

center with ka =0.044 at zr = 942.48 {l lm ís shown in Fig. 4.11 employing the

three previously mentioned models. The deviation occurs only at the excita-

tion location.
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The deviation at the excitation location is studied in Fig.4.12 where the

input admittance of an imperfectly conducting antenna is plotted vs. ,tl¡ for
a = 28 = 032 cm, a=854 and 4 = 700, 1400 O/m. The susceptance as well

as conductance based on the infinitesimal gap model appear to shift frcm the

experimental work of Shen [52] where a coaxial cable (b /a=2) is employed ro

feed a monopole antenna over a gtound piane. Such shift is attributed to the

<iifference between the apparent admittance of Shen a¡rd the intrinsic value

based on the infinitesimal gap model for delta function excitaticn. Thus, the

terminal zone correction admittance becomes complex rather than imaginary

as in the case of perfectly conducting antennas. Wide gap model admittances

are also shown in Fig,4.l2 where they show very good agreement with exper-

imental data, especially, at low values of &lr. Finally, Fig. 4.13 shows similar

admittance variations to those in Fig.4,12 except that c is higher, i.e. =9,92.

One can easily notice that the deviation bet\¡,een experimental and

infinitesimal gap model susceptance increases with increase of &å in com-

parison with Fig. 4,72. ln ail calculations for the imperfectly conducting

antenna, the range of /c¿ extends from 0.028 to 0.068.

T r av e lin p -w q! p tn|ltnq

For realizing a traveling-wave current distribution along a perfectly conduct-

ing antenna using one pair of symmetric lumped impedances, an optimization

routine is employed to satisfy (4.49) with the values of the ¡eal and imaginary

parts of the pair of loads and its location as optimization parameters. Since

(a.a9) is z dependent, the optimization function to be minimized is the sum

of the absolute values for different values of z in the range 0 < z s /. This

function is considered as a measu¡ement of the success of ou¡ t¡ial to dimin-

ish the inward reflected current wave from the load. Values of this optimiza-

tion function are presented in Table 4.1 as the error functio¡r. The optimiza-

tion constraints have been used to investigate the possibility of having a

traveling-wave current distribution by using a resistance, negative resistance

(of say a tunnel diode), capacitance, inductance, or a cornplex impedance for
L = 1,251' (used in Altshule¡'s experiment [a8) and 4À (used in Nyquist and

Chen's experiment [18]) as illust¡ated in Table 4.1.'Some cf the results have
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TABLE 4. 'I

Àntenna
Iength/

Optirnal J.oading vaLues required to provide a traveling-wave
current distribution f rorn the dipole antenna center to the
load rrith ka=0.04 and =50 cm.

1 .25

4.00

Load impedance
( ohms )

198.72s
-0.0005j492.294

- j2o6 . 16
2A0 .47 + j27 2 .97 5

220.51 0.894 0.70536
-448.285 0.53 1-333j315.1533 0.73 1.09

-j388.424 0.57 1.298
225.33-j42.886s 0.883 0.7434

Load LocaE ion
d/h

0. 67
o -997
0.9s6
0.5
0.899

Error
function

1.t5
1 6.0
9.23266
7 .98
0.544

I

è
I
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been used to show the resulting current distribution for both antenna lengths

as shown in Figs. (zJa) nd (2.15). The Figures show the sranding-wave

current distribution on the unloaded antenna and traveling-wave distribution

using different loads. The real and imaginary parts of the traveling-wave

cufrent for different loads are identical and )r,/4 apart from the antenna

center to load, where each current component resumes its own standing-

wave distribution. Also, one can observe that the loads can be closer to the

free end than previously repotted [48],P1]. Active elements may be used with

some antenna lengths to cause a traveling-wave current distribution as illus-

trated elsewhere [70]. One can notice from Table 4.1 that a traveling-wave

antenna can be realized not only using passive or reactive elements, but also

using active elements in agreement with earlier predictions [18].

The Axial Field Discontinuity method can be used to to study the effect

of active loads on the current along perfectly conducting antenna. The 24A

O pair of loads in Fig.4.4 is replaced by -100 O pair which may represent

the apparent impedaace introduced by a tunnel diode as an active element.

Figure 4.16 shows the current distribution on such an antenna, whe¡e the

results based on infinitesimal gap model are in very good agreement with
those of NEC, Acco¡dingly, the far-field ¡adiation patterns of the 5/4¡, per-

fectly conducting dipole antenna, unloaded and loaded negatively with an

-100 O apparent tunnel-diode resistance, are calculated from (4.57)-(4.60).

They compare favorably with numerical results based on NEC [61] as shown

in Fig, 4.17.

Rqd iatíon P at t ern imorovement

A design example for controlling the radiation pattern using multiply fed or

loaded dipoles is presented as follows. It is desirable to maximize the gain at

0 = 9tr and to keep it as low as possible in other di¡ections. Since the

desired pattern is symmetric with respect to 0 = 90o, the feed sources are

restricted to symmetric locations with respect to the antenna center. Thus,

say, in the case of three feeds, one is positioned at the center while the other

tr,vo compose a symmetric pair as shown in Fig. 4.18. The calculations are

thus limited to the range of 0 < 0 < 90o with intervals of 15o . Also we set
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Fig. 4.17 Radiation Pattern of a 5/4x unloaded (RL=O O) wire antenna
compared with loading by a pair of negative impedance
amplifiers (R, =-lOO O) aL l,/a distance from the free

ends, (ka=0.01, À=50 cm,ô=1217.2 and S=0.54?4)
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Fig. 4.18 A wire antenna symmetrically fed ìvith three
voltage sou rces.
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Go(90o) = 20 dB and Go(e) = c(90e) -25 dB at 0 = l5o, 3Oo,4So, ó0o and

75o. ln the case of multiple feeds the values of the real and imaginary parts

of the applied voltages (7'and V ) are set less than unity, since the di¡ective
gain depends on the ¡elative rather than absolute magnitude and phase of
each voltage. For exarhple, if each voltage source is multiplied by the same

constant, the gain would not change. In such case, the locations and complex
values of the voltage sources constitute the optimization parameters. In the
case of multiple loading, the loads are arranged in symmetric pairs with one
feed at the center. The moment method (NEC) is used to calculate the di¡ec-
tive gain for different antenna lengths ( 05, and l.5 \ ).The ratio between

the segment length A and the radius d ( = 0.005À) is kept constant at 436 by

varying the number of segments according to the antenna length. We studied
the pattern improvement using up to six sources in the multiple feeding case

and up to four loads in the multiple loading case.

The gain of a center fed 05I dipole at 0=900 is doubled when the
source at the center acquires a certain complex value and two optimum pairs
of symmetric excitations (with respect to the center) are.added along the

dipole. The increase in gain is accompanied by appearance of a side lobe and

a reduction in the beam width. The more optimal sources at optimal loca-
tions are added, the higher the gain the smaller the beam width and the

lower the relative side lobe level would become, These results a¡e illustrated
in Table 42 and Fig. 4.19. In Table 42, N is the number of sources, d/I is the

distance in wavelength between the excitation and center as shown in Fig.
4,18, Also, G(90o ) is the gain ar 0 = 90o , S(dB) is the relative side lobe ro
main lobe levels in dB. 0(1/2) is the half power beam '¡/idth in degrees while
T is the value of the optimization function. The smaller the value of T, the
better is the radiation pattern,

The ¡adiation pattern for a center fed l.5tr dipole has one main lobe at

0=90o and two larger side lobes on both sides at 0=44o and 13óo. The
replacement of this center feed by one optimal symmetrical pair of sources

enhances the main lobe level to 557 dB and reduces the level of the already
existing side lobe to -16 dB at the expense of widening the beam width which
inc¡eases ftom 17o to 31o as shown in Table 4-3 and Fig.4.20. This gain is
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TABLE 42 Optimum characteristics of multiply fed 05À wire antenna

Feed characteristics
c(90')

lineari dB

,ss

(dB)

ø(uz)

(dee)

T

x103Ne zll\ V+jV'(volts)

I 0.00 1.0+j0.0 t.661221 -co 76.4 1.04

t r 0.02 0.79-j0.04 1.66/227 -co 76"4 1.O4

3 0.00

!0.21
039-j054

4.65+j0.85

259t4.13 -16.6 42.7 056

4 t 0.19

È 021

039+j039

{5s-j057
2.76t334 -15.9 4r.8 056

5 0.00

r 0.19

-f 021

-0.80+j038

0:r9+i024

0.19-j0.92

2.81/4.49 -16.0 42.4 056

ó r 0.17

+ 0.19

+ 0.27

0.96-j0.61

4.76+j0.74

-0.ó7+j0.0s

2.61t4.17 -16.6 43.0 055

0.8

G¡
N
J o.a
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'Fig. 4.19 Far field pâttern of 0.5À wire
feeds: N=1, 3, 5 and 6.
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higher than 3.48 dB previously reported for a similar case by Strait and

Hirasawa [76], while a second side lobe appea¡s when N > 5. Th beam width
increases with increase of the numbe¡ of optimal sources up to four sources.

Then it starts to decrease as the number exceeds fou¡. More Tables are illus-
trated elsewhere [72],

The gain of a center fed 05I dipole at 0=900 is almost doubled when

one optimal symmetrical pair of inductances is inserted at an optimal loca-

tion along the antenna. The ¡adiation pattern improves even more when the

antenna is loaded with trr,o optimal symmetric pairs of complex loads, as

illustrated in Table 4.4 and Fig.4.2l.

The radiation pattern for the center fed 15I dipole greatly improves

when loaded with one optimal pair of elements. The loading involves nega-

tive resistances in addition to capacitances as shown in Table 45 and Fig.

4.2? and illustrated elsewhere [73].

4.9 Concluding remarks

The Wiener-Hopf technique for solving dipole antennas has been

extended to handle impetfectly conducting, asymmetrically fed and/or loaded

antennas with the gap width taken into conside¡ation. Instead of studying

each of the above cases individually, the Axial Field Discontinuity method is
int¡oduced and used to analyze the above cases in a general manner. The

AFD method, which is based on Hurd's Wiener-Hopf formulâtion described

in Chapter III, considers all excitations and loading as imposed elecr¡ic field

functions along the antenna. The analysis presents two auxiliary equations

and the current expression in terms of the imposed electric fields along the

antenna and a rapidly convergent asymptotic expansion. Using the electric

field functioni within every feed and loading into the three equations (4.13)-

(4.14) and (4.28), the cur¡ent distribution can be found. New expansions are

introduced Op?k) ) to account for the asymmetry in feeding and/or load-

ing. Also new integrals are introduced to account for the imperfection in the

cylindrical material conductivity (Ur(r) ) as well as the asymmetry (u^,,,(z)
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TABLE 43 Optimum characteristics of multiply fed 15\ wire antenna

Feed characteristics
G(90o)

linear/dB

sr (dB)
û(lt2)

(dee)

T

x103Ne zlì, V+jv'(volts) lst 2nd

1 0.00 r.0+j0.0 057t-2.46 6.12 -æ 17.4 530

2 -r- 0.35 021-j0.14 2.11t324 4.9 -co 22.1 1.04

J 0.00

+ 021

425+j0.62

0.47-j0.85

3.61/5s7 -16.0 -co 303 0.40

4 r 021

't- 035

0.49+j0.64

0s2+j037

357t5.52 -t5.6 -cp 31.1 0.41

5 0.00

-F 0.14

-+- 0.62

-0.97-i0.17

0.60+j0.I0

4,10-j0.03

4.I7t620 -19.6 -203 26.7 032

6 -f- 0.14

t 037
'r 0.62

0.1s+j0¿3

4.9s-j0.71

0.84+j0,78

438t6.41 -17.4 -18.1 252 031

æ(- N=2

-ffiF N=3
--û----û- N=6

o.8

â
Ê.1
N
J o.8
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o.4

=<D
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Fig. 4.20
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Far fie¡d paLtern of 1.5À v¡ire anLenna excited by N optimal
feeds; N=1. ?.3 and 6.
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TABLE 4.4 Optimum cha¡acteristics of multiply loaded 05\ wire

antenna

Loading characte¡istics
G(90P)

linear/dB

ss

(dB)

0(1/2)

(d"gl

T

"1dNI diI R+jx (o)

0 0.00 0o+j0.0 1.66t221 -co 76.4 1.04

r, 021 0.0+j595.9 2.66t424 -I65 42.6 056

) 0.21 -2.4+j595.8 2.6s/423 -16.8 42.6 056

4 0.19

0.21

-872.7+j4683

417 3+j875.0

3.44/537 -13.6 42.0 055

unloaded

-É an inductive pair
--æ a co rn p lex pair

-* two complex pairs

o.8

o
rJl
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J 0.6

&
z

0.4

!10.2
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TABLE 45 Optimum characte¡istics of mulriply loaded 15À, wire

ântenna

1.0

0.8

otl
¡-l
J 0.6

Ê
z,

o.4

=
Ø a.z

0.0
90

Fis. 4.?2

80 70 60

Far fjeld pattern of 1.5À vire antenna

Loading characteristics
c(90o )

linear/dB

.t"

(dB)

0(lt2)

(dee)

T

x1dN/ d/À R+jx (o )

0 0.00 0.0+j0.0 057t-2.46 6.12 17.4 530

2 037 -5795-i2183 35U5.46 :15.1 31.9 0.42

4 0.12

0.16

706.9-j705,6

68.6+j6715

3.49/5.43 -19.7 32.1 0.42
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). The end correction admittance f" for the imperfectly conducting case is

complex and no longer imaginary as in the case of perfectly conducting

antennas. Using the AFD method in antenna synthesis and employing

optimization produces new optimal values for the loading scheme of the t¡av-

eling wave antenna. The antenna directive gain can be improved by multiple

feeding and/or loading where active loads can be employed. Having obtained

the optimization paranreters, the appatent o¡ wide feed gap model admit-

tances can be easily found using the AFD method.
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C}IAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In considering the antenna as a problem in electrodynamics th¡ee com-
poneni parts are to be emphasized: the theoretical analysis, the experimental

investigation, and the cor¡elation of theory with experiment. The present

thesis aims at investigating theoretically the input admittance of an antenna

fed with non-zero feed gap. Analytic expressions and corresponding results
for a center-fed biconical antenna, center-fed solid tong cylindrical antenna

with small radii and arbitrarily fed/loaded imperfectly conducting cylindrical
antenna, are presented. Comparison with theoretical and experimental data
is performed whenever available.

In Chapter II, a feed gap with r:on-zeÍo width is conside¡eci to excite the

ñnite length biconical antenna. We employ the modal method in a manner
paralleling that in a conventional terminated transmission line. When the
cone angle is very small, the structure approximately resembles a wi¡e
antenna as suggested earlier [4]. Two limiting cases ¡esult when the the feed

gap width becomes zero or when the length goes to infinity. Results are

presented for wide and very small angle cones. Examination of the biconical
antenna results shows that the number of complementary modes used in the

calculations controls the convergence of the solution. Approximately 15-20

output complementary modes are needed to achieve reasonable convergence

( with an error < 2Vo),The number of antenna region complementary modes

required for convergence depends on the cone angle. For a wide angle

0o = 66.06o, TEM (dominant) mode results for the inverse radiation
impedance Z" are close to those of the multimode solution. Thus, five com-

plementary modes are enough for convergence. More modes have to be

included with dec¡ease in the cone angle due to increase in the space size of
the antenna region, Accordingly, fifteen modes are used when the cone angle

is 30, The presence of wide gap has no effect on Í, for wide as well as small
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cone angles. Y, results from the present formulatíon show very good agree-

ment with those based on the variational method for cone angle 6ó.06o.

Horvever, widening the feed gap considerably affects the admittance because

of the cont¡ibution from the complementary modes at rs* 0 and the pres-

ence of 16 * 0 in the TEM mode admittance cont¡ibution. The admittance

curves for wide feed gap are shifted towa¡ds high &ft values when compared

with those of the zero gap width cones.

The infinitely long biconical antenna is considered a special case, where the

complementary modes affect only the imaginary parts of the impedance. The

capacitive reactance effect for small angle is almost tlvice that for wide

angle. The modal analysis is very suitable for conical antennas with moderate

angles. The limiting case of very small angle cones ( i.e. wire antenna )
requires consideration of large number of terms in the numerical computa-

tion, especially at larger antenna lengths. Also, the present modal analysis

can not take into account the variation in the antenna radius.

' Although the integral equation method is suitable for the cylindrical

antenna, its solution requires knowledge of the electric field function along

the antenna su¡face. The absence of an exact expression for the electric field

inside the feed gap prompted many authors to use assumed expressions to

represent it, such as delta function generator and the constant freld genera-

tor. In Chapter III, the time-ha¡monic elect¡ic field inside a non-zero feed

gap exciting an infinitely long solid cylinder, is derived in the form of

Fourier Bessel series as a result of solving the problem as a boundary vaiue

problem in cylindrical coordinates, This series is slowly convergent and

twenty terms are used to achieve convergence of the infinite antenna admit-

tance which is de¡ived using the Fourier-Bessel field expression. It is found

that the resulting fields satisfy the edge condition as seen from the numerical

¡esults. Ou¡ results show good agreement with published analytical and

experimental data. Also, it is found from Table 3.1 that for antennas of

ka 1 0.1, the susceptance is practically dependent on rhe gap size rathe¡

than the shape of the gap aperture electric field. Therefore, when the gap is

thin, i.e. g /a < 05, considering the gap field constant produces reasonably

accurate admittance values.
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Hurd's Wiener-Hopf type integral equation is modified to take into
account the non-zero gap width. Then, the \Yiener-Hopf technique is

employed to solve the integral equation in order to calculate the cur¡ent dis-

tribution alcng the ñnite length antenna in terms of the Fourier Bessel gap

field function within the gap. The convergence of the asymptotic series in
the admittance expression for the delta function generator case is studied by

comparing values resulting froIn up to four te¡ms for diffe¡ent antenna

length and small radii. Corresponding Tables are illustrated in Appendix B

and comparison with other analytic methods is also given. It is founC that

the asymptotic expansion in (3.89) is reasonably convergent after the first
term. Since a key function lq(z) has been approximately calculated for
kz > I Í68l,Ln), the inaccuracy f.or kz < I results in the current near the

antenna ends and the excitation location being questionable. A correction

function is added to the Is(z) expression in an attempt to extend the accu-

racy of the current near the excitation location as well as antenna ends.

Therefore, the cu¡rent at the antenna ends is far below thai which exists

when the cor¡ection function is not used. The results show that the current

is almost independent of the shape of the field within the gap. The input sus-

ceptance is more influenced by the gap size than by the gap field shape for
ka < 0.1. Also, the results show excellent agreement between the experimen-

tal data and those obtained using the wide feed gap formulation. Wide feed

gap antenna results with gap width 29 are approximately equaì to twice the

apparent admittance measured for a similar monopole excited by a coaxial

cable over a ground plane with b-ø=2g where å and a a¡e the outer and

inner ¡adii of the coaxial cable, respectively. Therefore, we can determine

the end correction admittance as the difference between the admittances cal-

culated fo¡ wide (apparent) and infinitesimal (intrinsic) gaps.

The success in solving Hu¡d's Wiener-Hopf type integral equation stems

from the fact that it relates the current distribution to the elect¡ic field along

the antenna as well as its extension. Some authors [2],[24] pointed out the

importance of using the electric field along the antenna and its extension in
the analysis of dipole antenna. By assuming suitable expressions for the elec-

t¡ic fields along the antenna extension, they could find the antenna current
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distribution. Accordingly, the radiation mechanism f¡om the electric dipole

antenna could be desc¡ibed physically with the help of aperture antennas.

Since the elect¡ic field and the cur¡ent on the surface of a parasitic perfectly

conducting infinite dipole antenna a¡e both zero, the electromagnetic effect

vanishes in space. Exciting the dipole at th€ center with a voltage feed across

a gap creates an electric freld in the gap and launches a current wave along

the antenna, thus creating the electromagnetic fields. Multiple feeds and/or

multiple lumped loads possess nonzero fields at the locations whe¡ever

applied along the antenna, and thus establish subsequent current distribu-

tion. Abrupt changes in the electric o¡ magnetic fields along the antenna axis

cause ¡eflection of the incident current v¡aves and change the current distri-
bution according to specific cases of feeding and loading. Shortening the

excited dipole length results in introducing a non-zero electric ûeid along the

antenna extension and addition of two field discontinuities at the antenna

ends, The¡efore, the current distribution will be changed. The presence of
nonzero electric field along the antenna surface as well as its extension is

responsible for driving the artenna. This is associated with a ce¡tain cur¡ent

distribution which is formed from launched current waves and their multiple

reffections at the ñeld discontinuities on the antenna. Also, a nonzero con-

tinuous elect¡ic field can exist along the antenna surface due to finite dipoie

conductivity. Changing the antenna cross section or bending it wiil change

the geometrical configuration and will result in modifying the elect¡ic fìeld

on the surface. Equation (3.61) could be viewed as composed of two terms,

the traveling-wave part associated with the feed gap and the contribution
f¡om reflections at the antenna ends.

The objective of Chapter IV is to exlend the use of Hurd's Wiener-Hopf

integral equation to different cases of antenna excitation and loading with
finite surface impedance per unit length. In Chapter III, the integral equa-

tion was derived for a center-fed unloaded perfectly conducting antenna

whereas that in Chapter IV would be de¡ived for an imperfectly conducting,

asymmetrically fed and/or loaded antenna with the gap width taken into con-

sideration. Instead of studying each of the above cases individually, the

Axial Field Discontinuity method is introduceC and used to analyze the
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problem in a general manner, AFD method which is based on Hurd's

Wiener-Hopf fo¡mulation described in Chapter III, considers all excitations

and loading as imposed electric freld functions along the antenna. The

analysis, which does not use the superposition principle, presents two auxili-

ary equations and the current expression in terms of the imposed electric

fìelds along the antenna and a rapidly convergent asyrnptotic expansion,

Using the electric field functions within every feed and loading, the current

dist¡ibution can be found. New expansions are introduced Oo (-,t ) ) to

account for the asymmetfy in feeding andior loading. Also new integrals are

introduced to account for the imperfection in the cylindrical material con-

ductivity ( U,(r) ) as well as the asymmetry ( Un-þ) ). Fourier-Bessel field

function of (3.10) is used for wide gap feeds exciting perfectly conducting

antennas, while constant ûeld is considered inside the feed gaps exciting

imperfectly conducting antennas, Numerical calculations have been done for
different schemes of feeds and active as well as passive loads along perfectly

and imperfectly conducting antennas. Comparison with available nume¡ical

and experimental data shows very good agreement for the curient distribu-

tion. The wide feed gap admittance values are in very good agreement \,vith

experimentally reported ( apparent ) admittances. The end correction admit-

tance Y c for the imperfectly conducting case is complex and no longer ima-

ginary as in the case of perfectly conducting antennas. The AFD method is

better than superposition since the later does not take multiple interactions

among wide feed gaps into account. Among the advantages of the AFD

method is that it can efficiently reduce the computational effort fo¡ the

current compared to the moment method (NEC). As an example, the com-

puter execution time was recorded for Fig.4.3 ( one feed and one load ) in
order to compare the three approaches employed. Using Amdahl 580/5870,

they were 0.07 sec for the delta function excitation,33S sec for the wide gap

formulation and 1.98 sec fo¡ the moment method (ó1 segments). The AFD

method uses only a 3x3 matrix (433)-(434) while in the moment method

(NEC), a 61xóI mat¡ix has to be filled and inve¡ted. The long execution time

fo¡ the wide gap formulation is attributed to the numerical evaluation of the

integrals in (a33)-(a35). The matrix size of the one term AFD method is
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determined by the number of unknowns; namely, / o, yo and the number of
loads along the antenna which in any case is much smaller than that used in

the moment method. The computation time becomes particularly important
in antenna synthesis whenever optimizalion routines are employed.

Since the AFD method proved itself accurate aad fast, it is then used in

antenna synthesis by employing optimization. New optimal values for the

loading scheme of the traveling-wave antenna are presented, where in some

cases, the loading position is closer to the antenna end than the À/4 dista¡ce

suggested by Altshuler [a8]. The importance in studying antenras with mul-

tiple feeds and/or loads is because of their associated certain current profiles

and thus ability to control the antenna directive gain. A study is presented

for achieving a certain required field pattern employing multiple feeds or

loads where active loads can be employed. Results show that it is possible to

improve the radiation pattern using either multiple feeds or multiple loads

(active and passive). Higher directive gain is achieved by optirüization than

that reported by Strait and Hirasawa [76]. The results are obtained from a
modified version of NEC such that optimization facility is added to NEC.

Since we are interested in the current and radiation pattern, one can use the

fast AFD infinitesimal gap model in the optimization routine, then employ

the wide gap model to determine the would be apparent adrnittance at every

feed location.

For time varying fields, the potential diffe¡ence between two points is

no longer independent of the path bettveen them as is the case in electrostat-

ics. Throughout ou¡ study which is devoted to time harmonic frelds, the

potential difference was assumed to be independent of the path. This was

used in (2.28) for the biconicaì antennas where the dominant mode is formu-
lated in a manner paralleling that in a conventional t¡ansmission line. The

independence of the potential on the path was also used in field analysis

inside a feed gap along an infinitely long solid cylinder (3.8). This is an

acceptable assumption as long as the gap dimensions; radius a and width 2g

are less than the wavelength )r,.
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For furthe¡ understanding of radiation from slots, the far field, which

was calculated using the Fourier integral method [34] due to a certain gap

field, is also calculated by the author using the cu¡rent expression which is
found from equating the space magnetic field at the antenna su¡face to the

su¡face current density. The two procedures have the same frnal expression

such that one may conclude that there exists two methods for far field calcu-

lation; either employing the gap field or the curÍent distribution in acco¡-

dance with the equivalence principle.

Thus, for a frnite length antenna, radiation is caused by the electric field
along the antenna length as well as extension, e.g., the ñeld in the gap and

the electric field function along the antenna extension lz I > h. Infeld [4]
stated that the sinusoidal theory distributes the radiating centers along the

antenna ¡ather than concentrating them in the excitation region, Since the

antenna and feed transmission line are inseparable, any variations in the

radiation pattern resulting from blocking the radiation from the gap using a
metal sheet, could be attributed to a mismatch in the feed network rather

than omitting the gap contribution to the fa¡ ñeld.

5.1 Suggesfion for fuÉure resesrch

The subject of wide feed gap along an antenna prompts many directions
of investigation such as the effect of multiple excitation and loading along a
biconical antenna. For the infinitely long cylindrical antenna, the coupling
between two close feed gaps is another feasible investigation. The boundary

value solution of a tubular infinitely long solid antenna when the gap is
immersed in a dielectric medium or plasma is another problem. Still a chal-

lenging problem is the solution of the finite length cylindrical antenna as a

boundary value problem,

On the axial field discontinuity method, the method could eventually be

extended to cover the cases of short thick antennas for both tubula¡ anrl

solid antennas. The question of how much radiation the gap contributes to
the radiation pattern has still to be answered analytically as weil as
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experimentally.
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Appendir A.

Orthogonalify properties of Legendre Functions

The following integrals of products of Legendre functions have been

r:sed throughout Chapter II [U,

lo'r,(coso)r,(cose¡sineae=f 
o, 

:=:
lr, +t

. ,, ðPn(coso) ðP.(cos0) -- fo n*ml- --*#sin0do=lZn(r+î n =mð0 á0 
lT

¡'-'tn{o)2,(o)sinod 0 = lår_,r, I at,q,¡al"(x) |

[ ,r+1 [ ô, ô' J,.=,0 
=',u

(A.1)

(A.2)

v+rl
v =Ìl

(A3)

(A.4)

= J,n, (45)

¡r'-ttn'{e)2"'(o)sinede ={rå*ru," ; :;

-f ,' 
*uo. 

" 
qu¡",, (coso)sin 0d 0 = ##.4##b 1,. (x ) t, =* o

¡r"-tL,1o¡@sinodo = mQn+I)J,^ (A.6)

where x = cos0, ro = cos00 and the prime denotes differentiation with
respect to the argument.
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Appendix B.

Tables of lnput impedance of center.fed solid long atrtetrEas

excited wiÉh delta funcÉion gencrafor

The input impedance of solid long dipoles of different lengths and radii

is calculated and compared with results based on Wu's Wiener-Hopf solution

of Hallen's integral equation for delta-function generator at the center.

Results due to different values of N (1, 2, 3 and 4) are obtained by employ-

ing primarily equations (3.88) and (3.89) with expressions f.or I"(h) (3.73)-

(3.76), Cn and 1oa1 for ¡¡ = 0, 1, ...,N -1 (3.ó4)-(3.71). Duncan's values of f -
ere being used [29], which are expressed in (3.87). Tablle B-1 illustrates the

input admittance f = G + jB in millimhos and impeciance Z = R + jX in

clrms for different antenna lengtlis (kh = 15 to 5 ) for N = 1, 2,3, 4 at two

different radü, ka = 0.01 and 0.04 where Y- = 192 + j0.761 and 2.72 *
j 155 millimhos, respectively [29]. The tat¡le also includes values for the

expansion parameter A = 2ln(2h /a). The admittances and impedances for
N = 4 are compared with those of \Mu [13] in table B-2 f.or /cå varying from 5

to -?0 at two diffe¡ent radii, i.e. &¿ = 0.0I and 0.04. Tables B-1 and B-2,

which replace Hurd's inco¡¡ect results [25], arc available in the literature

[s6].
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IABLE B. f Input Characterlstlqs of a Dlpol€ Antenna (N=1-4).

ô/À.0.0015915, 'Kå. O.Ol , 1,¡ . 1.920 + j 0.761 milliñhos
'¡ 
rt t ir rt t rtr rrr. tt t Ê r t. r ri t r tt t

kh

r.57

r.60

'13.7,19? -1.8855
13.6562 -r.5529
| 3.'6{ t 8 -1.6787
r 3. {835 -t.5235
8.9075 -5. 1059
8.9543 -{.977{
8.9{00 -{.9832
8.8733 -{.8 992

7.3073 -5.223 3
7.3313 -5.1{20
7.3229 -5.1{59
?.2717 -5.0950

{.0705 -{.3{08
{.09{8 -{.3089¡¡.0903 -{.309{
t.o?67 -t.2712

2.6{40 -3 " 3265
2.6609 -3.3106
2.5583 -3 " 3104
2.6577 -3.2452

1.9158 -2. 5556
1 .9282 -2.5461
1.9255 -2" 5457
r . 930{ -2.5292
'r . {94 r -1 .917 6
1,5038 -r.9?14
1 " 5025 -1.9?10
1.50?9 - 1 .9601

r.226r -r.5303
1 .2341 -1.5260
1 .2332 -1.5256
1.238? -r.5185

1.0438 -1.1?12
1.0507 -1.1683
1.0500 -1.16?8
1 .0552 -r . 1632

0.9133 -0.8732
0.9r 93 -0,8712
0.918 S -0.8?08
0.9235 -0.8679

0.81 61 -0.6184
0.8 21 5 -0.6170
0.8211 -0.6r66
0.8251 -0.6r50

7r.39 9"79
72.17 8.7 {
72.21 8.89
73.r0 8.80

8{.50 {8 " {{
85. 32 a7 "4285.3{ {7.57
86.37 {7.69

90"57 6¡1.7{
9t "{3 61.12
91. {2 6{" 2a
92.24 6¡¡.63

I l a. 95 122.58
1r5.89 121 .95
r 1 5.87 122.07
1 16.94 122.52

145.{3 18,¡.23
1{7.50 183.51
1{7.{8 183.65
t { 8.8{ 183.98

r 87.80 250 " s2
189.0 3 2{9.60
r89.02 249"77
190. 69 249.84

243.21 321 .92
24{,6r 320.61
2{ {.6 r 320.89
2{6.56 320 " 50

3 t s.87 3 97.98
320. { 1 396.19
320.{6 396.{{
322.56 3 95. {2

424.10 475.86
{25.57 473"21
{25.75 473.51
427.82 {71.60

572.03 546"91
573.09 543.11
5?3.36 543.{1
57{.99 540.38

778.40 589.83
778.27 58{ .53
178.74 58{.79
17 9 .07 58 0. 55

11"{t

I1.50

11.5{

11"66

11"77

11.88

11.98

12"08

12"17

12.26

12.35

r.70

1.80

1.90

2 -O0

2. r0

2 .20

2"30

2.40

2
3
4

1

2
3
{
1)
3
4

1

3
4

I)
3
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TABLE B- l ' (cont lôued)

KhÑGBR

2.50

2 "60

0.7{15 -0.39{5
0.7{6{ -0.3938
0.7{ 6l -0.393,t
0.7497 -0.3926

0.6828 -0.1932
0.687{ -0.1929
0. 687 r -0. I 925
0.6903 -0.1923

0.6359 -0.0080
0.6¡t0l -0.0081
0.6399 -0.0077
0.6{26 -0.0079

0"5979 0.1659
0 " 6018 0. 1655
0.6017 0.16s8
0. 60{0 0. 1653

0.56?0 0.332 5
0" 570? 0.3 317

.0 
" 5706 0. 3320

0.5725 0.3 313

0.5420 0.4950
0.5454 0,4939
0.5{ 5{ 0. {943
0.5{70 0.4933

0 "5221 0.65 67
0 " 5253 0.6553
0.5253 0. 65 56
0.5267 0.6546

0.51 52 0,72{4
0. 51 84 0 ,7229
0.sr84 0.7233
0 . 51 96 0 .7222

0.5070 0.8205
0 " 5100 0.81 90
0.5101 0.8193
0.5112 0.8182

0.496? 0.9901
0. { 996 0. 98 81
0.4997 0.988{
0.5005 0.98?3

0. 4 918 r . 1588
0.49{5 1.1665
0.4946 1, r668
0.{953 1.r656

1051.10 559.2 2
r 0¿8.03 552.94
1048.73 552.97't046.80 5{8. r8

'r35s.99 383.68
t 3{8.56 378.{¿
1349.¡¡7 378.07
13{{.32 3?{.{9

1572.33 19.78
1562.01 19.77
1562.52 18.80
'15 55.9¡l l9"f 3

1552.96 -{30"90't5{4.85 -{2{.85
15{{.67 -125.6,1
1540 " 27 -a21.53

13',12.3 6 -769.60'1309.78 -761.26
1309.29 -761.80't308.52 -75?.23

1005.96 -918.73
1007.39 -912,27
r006.66 -912.3{
r008.r9 -909.22

741 .78 -933.02
7 44.73 -929.03
744.31 -928.9{
7{6.13 -927.31

652.00 -9r6.75
655. I1 -913 " 53
65{.63 -91 3.3 ?
556.4 3 - 912. 38

544.91 -881.95
54 ?.88 -879.83
547.64 -879.59
549.22 -879 ,05

404.8r -806.92
{07. 52 -805.99
407.37 -805.78
408.48 -805.79

305.85 -?26"88
308.05 -726.68
307,95 -726,50
308. 80 -726.71

12.43

12.5r

r2"58

12.66

12 .13

12.79

12 "A6

12 .89

12 .92

12. 98

f3-0{

2.70

3.00

2.80

2 "90

3.14

3.20

3.30

3.40
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TÁ8LE B-1. (Continued)

Kh ¡l c I R x n

3.50 f
2
3
,¡

3.60 I
2
3
4

3.70 1

2
3
{

3.80 1

2
3
¿

3. 90 I
2

4

{.00 f

3
4

{.10 1

2
3
4

0.193¡¡ I .3612
0. {959 I "358?0-{961 I.3589
0.{965 I " 3577

0 " 503{ 1.5733
0"5058 r.5704
0" 5060 r .5706
0.5062 r"5694

0.525{ 1 .812 6
o.5276 I .8093
0.5278 I 

" 8095
0.5279 1"8083

0.5653 2 " 0901
0.567{ 2.0863
0 " 5677 2.0865
0.5676 2.0852

0.63,1{ 2 "42140.6362 2.{168
0.6365 2 " 4170
0.6363 2 ".{ 158

0.7 53 2 2.8296
0.7 5{ 8 2 " 8241
0.7552 2.8243
0.7 5{ 7 2.82 31

0.96{ I 3"3496
0.96s2 3 " 3{29
0.96s6 3.3430
0.9 6{ 9 3"3417

235.37 -6{9,33
237.05 -6¡¡ 9. {8
23?.06 -6{9,3{
23?.58 -6,19. 66

r 8{ .48 -575, 5S
r 8 5.82 -5?6.93
185.8,¡ -576.8 3
186"15 -5?7.r{
14?.52 -508.93
1{8 " 5{ -509.39
1 {8 . 56 -509.31
f {8.76 -509.58

r20"58 -{{ 5.83
I 21 

" 
38 -{a6.31'12r.{l -{{6.24f21"54 -a46.{9

l0r.25 -386.46
101"86 -386.96
r 01.89 :386.90
r01"96 -387.09

87.85 -330.02
88.33 -330.{9
88.36 -330.{{
88"38 -330.59

79.35 -275 "7079.13 -27 6.12
79 .75 -276 "1079.76 -27 6 "22
15,12 -222.7 5
75.43 -223.14
75.{5 -223. 13
7 5.44 -223.21

7{.88 -170.S0
?5.r3 -170.85
75.15 -170.8475.14 - 170.90

?8.58 -118.28
78.81 -l t8"6l
78"83 -118.6078.82 -118.54

86.{8 -65.50
85. 71 -65. 81
86.72 -65.80
86.72 -65.83

13.10

'13.r6

¡3.2r

13 .27

r3.32

13.{2

13.47

r3.51

r3.56

r 3.50

4 .20

{.30

4. {0

1.359{ { " 0308
1 " 3595 4.0219
r .3600 4 " 021 9r.3590 { " 0208

2. r 593 {.9159
2. r 568 {.90{6
2.r575 {.9045
2.r559 {"9035

3.8967 5.865s
3.8863 5.8{88
3.88?2 s.8{83
3 .8850 5 .8477

7.3477 5"5552
7.3178 5"5S40
7.3185 5.s52?
7.3r58 5.5533

4.50
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TABLE B-t. (Continuêd)

99"tl
99.29
99.3 r
99.3r

4.70 I
2

4

{.7t 1

t

{
{.80 I

3

{.90 f

3
4

5.00 1

)
1

{

7 . t704 -2 .80292.1713 -2.77787.4702 -2,77827.t700 -2.7759
7"05{1 _3.0000
7 

" 0568 -2.9?687.0558 -2.97707.0558 -2.9?{9
{.6¡¡81 -3"3196{.6556 -3.3075{.6550 -3.30?3i¡.6555 -3.3059
3.0779 -ä.82{13.08{4 -2.8 r 813.08{0 -2.817 93.0847 -2.8170
2.2303 -2.25422.2351 -2.25082.2351 -2.250?2.2358 -2.2 so 1

f 17 " 34 {4.03
t 17.59 43.72
t 17.60 43.7{
l1?"63 {3.71

t ?0.05 5f .05r20"30 50.75t20.31 50.76
f 20. 3,¡ SO. 7{

112"47 rol.75
l{2"75 101"{1
142.76 t01. {3t,t2.80 t01.,¡0

r 76.3 9 t61 .85
r 76.70 161 .45116.72 f 61.47176.76 161.42

221 .80 224.17222.14 223.67222.15 223."Ìo222.21 223.63

13.65

13.69

't3. 70

13.73

13.77

r3.82

74 .88 25. 1 9
76. 36 23 . 7876.36 24 .0777.77 23.5?

90,5t sl.70
92.06 50.23
92 .05 so. 5393.66 so.ol

9?.83 62.85
99 .20 62.19
99. f3 62.40100.4r 62.42

127 .68 r o2 . O6
129 .20 1 01 . 25f29.13 ro1.{9f30.67 10t.32

f.50 I

3

4

t .57 r
2
3
4

r.60 I
2
3
4

1.70 I
2
3

4

r r . 996l -{ .0360rr"9385 -3.717311.912{ -3.7550
1 1 . 7767 -3. 5699

8"3306 -{.7580
8.3 705 -{.567{
8"3479. -4.592?
8.308 3 -{.4359
7 .2347 -{.6{84
7 .2364 -4.5367
7 "2250 -4.5477
7. f83r -4.{653
4. 7786 -3 .8 t 97
4 .7952 -3.7 5714.7872 -3 .16224.7795 -3.70ss

8"64

8.73

8.76

8.89



r.80

r.90

2.00

2.10

2 "20

2.30

2.40

2.50

2. 50

2 .10

2.80
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TABLE B-1. (Contlnued)

KhNGgR¡l(¡

3.4692 -2.9562
3,4861 -2.917 5
3 . 480{ -2. 9l 9{
3.4852 -2.882 2

2. 7006
2.7r59
2"7117
2.7207

2 " 2103
2.2241
2.2209
2.2310

I .8767
1 .8893
I .8868
I .8966

¡ " 6380
I " 64 96
I " 6{?7
I " 656 6

1 . {604
1.4713
1 " 4 697
1 " 417 7

r "32{11"3345
1.3332
1.3{02

1.2171
r.2269
1 "22581.2319

r.1313
1 . 1408
1.r399
1.r451

1.06f I
1.0709
I .0?02
I .0?{6

1 .0050
1"0r38
r.0132
r.01?0

-1 .190 r 380.03
-1 . 1757 381.5'l
-r.1?55 38r.80
-r.16{7 382.87

-0. ? 916 {9¡1.91
-0.7806 {95.30
-0.7802 {95.?5
-0.1732 { 9 5.67

-0.4485 625 '7 3

-0.4399 62 3.90
-0.4394 62{.58
-0.{3s1 622"14

-0.1460 746.15
-0.1393 741 .27
-0. 1387 142.04
-0.1353 738.52

0.1266 812.83
0.1316 805.?9
0.r323 805.{0
0. r 33{ 802.35

t42.30
141.r8
141.47
t40.91

r8f.9s
r80.35
r 80.69
l7 9. 56

217 .40
214.96
215.36
213.{7

2{0.99
237 .43
237 .87
235 " 12

239. r S
234.38
234 .14
231.35

192 .17
1S6. 54
186.73
183.36

82.27
71 .38
71 ,20
?5.r1

-84.55
-86. {3
-8?.03
-86.88

?9s. 50 -265.24
78S.62 -263.38
?88.82 -264.14
185.92 -262 .04

-2 -2417
-2.2153
-2-2161
-2.191{

-1 .6642
-1.6{50
-1.6451
-1.6289

1 66. 99
f 68 .70
168 . 66
170,39

219.23
221.10
221 . 10
222 .93

288.7{
290.63
290.7 4
292.37

9.00

9.11

9.21

9"31

9.40

9.{9

9 "51

9.66

9.73

9.81

9-88

0 .377 2
0.3810
0.38f7
0.3818

0.6123 706.11
0. 61 50 702 "210.6157 ?02.0{
0.6151 ?00.93

0,8370 581 .52
0.8386 585.66
0.8394 585.2?
0.8383 585"48

-407.5?
-403.26
-403"89
-{01 . 21

-489.30
-484.{5
-484.88
-{82-60
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TABLE B-1. (contlnued)

Kh N G B R X ¡

2.90 I
2
3

'¡

3,00 I
2
3
{

2
3
{

3.20 I
2
3
{

3.30 I

{

3.40 |

3
4

3.r0

3.r4

471.42
47 1 ,47
47r.06
{71.87

373.33
374.{0
37r.0{
375.0 I

295. {¡¡
296.99
296.71
297.58

268.43
270.04
269.80
270. 6l

235.15
236.80
236.6r
237.31

188"81
r 90.37
r 90.24
190 "77

t53"14
154.56
15{. {6
154"85

r 25.64
125.89
126.83
127.10

t 0{. {8
r 05. 56
r05.52
105.70

-5r9.r8
-51{ . 95
-5r5. r6
-5r3.67

-5r5.60
-sl2.12
-512 . {8
-5tI.69
-{93.85
-{9r.6{
-{91.61
-{91.2{

-{8r.85
-479.99
-479.92
-179.70

-,153.3,¡
-{ 61 .90
-{61.80
-{61.7{

9.95

r0.02

r0.09

r0.t1

10.15

0.9586 1 .0557
0.9672 I .055,1
0.9667 1.0s72
0. 9599 I .0ss8

0,9213 1.2124
0. 9296 t .2723
0 "9292 I .2731
0.93'18 1.2714

0.8921 t. {912
0.9002 r. {902
0.8999 t . ¡¡910
0.9021 | . {892

0.8823 1 .5838
0.8903 r.582s
0.890r 1" 5833
0.8 92 r 1.581{

0 
" 8710 1.1162

0.8789 r.7¡{4
0.8788 I .7152
0.8805 1.?132

0.8s86 I .9520
0.865{ 1.9{95
0"8663 1.9502
0.8677 1.9482

0.856{ 2.2043
0.8640 2. 2008
0.8640 2"20.t6
0"8650 2. r99s

3.50

3.60

3. 70

-429.25 f 0.2.1
-428 " 3s
-424.26
-{28.33

-39{ " r 6 10.27
-393. ?0
-393.60
-393.75

-359. 1 4
-359.04
-359.22

-325.r6
-325.18
-325.09

10.33

10.39

10.44

10.{93. 80

0 " 8671 2"4798
0"87,16 2.{754
0.8? 47 2.4762
0.875{ 2.4741

0.8957 2.7876
0"903r 2.7821
0. 9033 2.7829
0.9037 2.?808

0.9506 3. r 396
0.9579 3. r329
0"9583 3.1337
0.9583 3. r3ls

I .0{66 3.5525
r.0538 3.5442
f.05{3 3. 5{ 50
t.05,¡0 3.5{28

88.3{ -291 .76
89.25 -291 . 90
89.24 -291.82
I9.35 -291.99

76. 31 -259. O 1

77. 08 -239 .23
7?. 08 -259 . r 6
1't .15 -259-11
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ÎÂBLE B-1. (Contlnued)

3.90

{.00

,¡.10

4 .20

{ .30

{.40

{.50

4.6

4. ?0

4.71

4 .80

I
2
3
4

'|

3
{
1

2

¡¡

f
2
3
{
1

2
3
{
t
2
3

1

3
{
I)
3
4

I

3

I .2109 {.0,¡91
r.2r50 {.0326
1.2r63 {.0332
r .21{ 3 4.0310

r . { 954 {. 6599
l .50 l9 {.6¡¡66
1 .5027 4 .6472
r .5016 {"6t5r
2"0051 5 " 4176
2.0102 5.3998
2.01 t { 5 ",100 32.0097 5 

" 398{

2.9s90 6" 3197
2.960{ 6 "29492.96t9 6-29s2
2.9s95 6"293s

¡¡.7845 7. 1{ 51
{.77{3 7.1113
{.7763 7.1110
4.1731 7. 1 100

7.896{ 6. S{¡s
7 

" 8583 6.81 12
7.8605 6.8096
7.8567 6"8r01

r 0.7042 3.5338
10.6{,¡ 9 3. 5393
f 0.6{ 55 3.5362
10.6{25 3.5388

9 .7993 -0 "7 572
9.7697 -0.7292
9. ?684 -0 " 731{
9.7673 -0.7282

7.10t9 -2"5119
7 " 0989 -2.4805
7. 0975 -2. 481 4
7.0978 -2. {?89

6.7973 -2.57 7 5
6.7960 -2. s418
6.7946 -2.5485
6. 7950 -2. 5{6 r

5.0{58 -2.5814
5.0 5 09 -2.5615
5.0{98 -2.5617
5.0505 -2.5600

67.79 -226.69
68.50 -22?.3{
68"54 -227.27
68. 51 -227 .44

62" 4{ -r94.56
62"98 -194.85
62"99 -19{.81
63.01 - 19{ .91

60.09 -162"35
60.55 - 162.65
60"57 -162.62
60"57 -162"69

60"77 - 129.78
61.18 -r30.09
61" r9 -r30.06
61.19 -130.12

64.70 -96 " 63
65.08 -96.93
65.09 -96.91
65.09 -96.95

72.31 -62.6872.66 -62.98
72.68 -62.9672.6e -63.00

10.55

r0" 60

10.65

10. 69

r 0.7é

r0"79

84.24 -27.81 i0.8 3
84.59 -28.r3
84. 50 -28 . 10
84.61 -28,13

10.88

10 "92

f0.92

10. 96

101.{3 7"94
101.?9 7.60
101 .80 7 .62
r01.82 7.59

t25.15 44.27
125.54 {3"87
r2s"55 {3.89
125.57 43.86

124.62 48.11
129.0r 48.37
129.02 48"39
r29.05 48.35

157.07 80.36
157.48 79.8'l
157.50 79.90
r s7.53 79.85
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TABLE B-1. (Conttnued)

KhNGERXN
-------------'--
{.90 1 3.7719 -2.1694 1gg.22 rt4.58 tl.oo2 3.78ss -2.rss6 199:48 Li.;ò3 3.7s{s -2. tssl tee:si , r¡:6i{ 3.7862 _2.1s{3 199.52 l,t.ai
5.00 I 2.9919 -1.6913 253.73 143.91 11.042 2.ea82 _1.6825 zs¿. rõ i¡¡:õ;3 2.ea76 _t.6824 2s4. ri i¿¡:ii{ 2.9885 _t.6815 25{.la tc¡.oi



TAB.E 8.2 Input admlttance and lmpodsncê of long dlpotê for lJ=4. lru,Ê vâìues areln brackets. (Á¿mlttance ln mlIIlmhos-ånd lmpedance tn o¡rri)

r3.42
r3.49
t 7.97
t4.o¡
la.tl
la.t8
t{.25
t{.31
t4.37
t.t,¡3
ta.r¡9
1a.54
t4.60
t¡.65
ta.70
ti¡,t6
r{.80
tt.95
r4.90
t4.95
r4.99
¡5.O4
t5.o8
15.t2
15.¡6
r5.20
t5.24
15.28
r5.32
15.36
r5.39
r5.a3
15.{5
t5.50
r5.53
t5.57
t5.60
15.61
¡ 5.66
15.?o
t5.73
r5.76
r5.79
r5.82

I

o\
I



t7.o
\7.2
l?.a
r7-6
t7-g
re.o
18.2
tg.4
rg.6
ra.o
t9,o
r9.2
¡9.{
r9.6
r9.a
20-o
20.2
2O-,¡
20.6
20.0
2t.o
2t.2
2l -421.6
2¡.€
22.O
22-2
22-4
22 .6

2l-o
23-2

lABLE B-2. ( Cont I nued )

I

Þ
-¡

I



2_t.4
23-6
2l-a
24. O24.2
24 "42{.6
24 . a

25.0
25.2
25.{
25.6
25-A
26.o
26.2
26.{
26.6
26.a
27 -o
27 .2
22 -4
27 .6
27.e
?e, o

2A. ¡24.6
24. o

29-o
29.2
29-1
29.6
29.a
lo.o

5-o
5-4
5,6
5.e
6.0
6-2
6-¡¡
6.6
6-A

I

à.
@

I

I t.o{
tt.¡2
¡ t .20t1.21
I l.3l
tt.at
l¡.t7
It.5¡¡
tt.60
11.66
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/rppendix C

Evaluation of I6,s(-&) in (4.23)

The integral is given in (423),

Lo'?k)=*1,+dtLnt ç- 
Q-k)(z,k(ù - ú)

(4.23)

Inverting the sign of the va¡iable r substituting for È(r) from (.41), the above

eqüation becomes

Lo,oÍk) - hlr. r,**, - iÊ ''

2t*aY ¡t {zl (Ba))

dt
dt (c.1)

(c.2')

(c.3)

where C* and C- have been derived eariier. Now, the contour of integra-

tion is to be changed from 0 to æ and then made along the positive ima-
ginary axis ot jt = y in a manner desc¡ibed by Hurd [2]. We trave,

Lo,o?k) = * !o-
fuz + kz\(2, - i!"'ll' 

-\
' 2ÍkaYsH{.zl1alvz + tcz¡'

(vz + k2)(2, - i (vz + k2¡tn!W-lot/"2 * t\,

dv

For a thin antenna, small argument approximation of the Bessel function can

be used up to a large value of v. The rest of the integration interval is very

small to have an effect on the result. Thus

Lo,o¡k) = ?lo'
dv

Since the logarithmic term is a slowly varying function, we may replace u by

a constant, say zero, which will result in a small error {(z¡ ). Now the

integration reduces to

duLo,o?k) = *lo" (v2 + kz)¡2, + t(vz + *2)1
+ ü(z¡) (c.4)
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\r,irh r = ln(O-sil-'t¿). Finally, ¿o,o(-e) is given byjZnkY 6

¿o,o(-.r) = *rt - G+t,Fl + ú('¡) (c5)

The error g(.r) in the expression for 16,¡(-fr ) is given by

(c.6)
- _ j(v2+ftz)ln(osjrfrd)* - z"*vo

Perforaing the infegration in a known manner [74], one finally has

+t'l = ;ff¡;{-r,'o * 2[rn(,r + ctr(¡)) - #"--.,] G.7)

with

ct1 = lflrj/rr , dz = 2ln(O5ilea) , d&(x) = k'z - 
"r"; 

(C.S)
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